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2 THE JWOLUTION OF THE CLASS INSEC'l'A 
INTRODUCTION. 
T'he subject of this paper is one which is admittedly 
full of difficulty, yet at the same time one of the profoundest 
interest, viz., the Evolution of the Insects as a Class from 
.some .ancestral type which was not an Insect, but some-
thing more primitive in its general structure. In attempt-
ing this task, I must first of all classify and pa;s,s in review 
the various theories that have been adv·anced by famous 
Zloologists or entomologists to account for the origin of 
this Class, admittedly the highest development within the 
P·hylum Arthropoda. Each main hypothesis will be ex•amincd 
on its merits and tested as to its validity. Having carried 
out this ta•sk, I then propose to state the position as it 
appears to me and to offer 1a new theory which attempts 
to embrace all the known facts of the case. 
SECTION I. 
EXIS'fiNG THEORIES. 
One method of examining the •theories alre•ady put 
forward about the origin of the Ciass Insecta would be to 
keep to strict chronological order and deal with each separate 
theory •as it was presented by its author. This would be 
a long .and, I fear, s·omewhat tedious process. l'IIore.over, 
these theories are of very unequal merit, and some of them 
most certainly do not deserve special treatment, as they 
have not been worked out with the care and thoroughness 
which we 1have a right to den~and from any ·author who 
would try to 1bring the scientific world to accept his views. 
Also, it so happens that a particular theory, after enjoying 
a period of popularity for a span of years, sinks into 
oblivion against the greater brilliance of some newer theory. 
'Dhen, ·after a further period, another author eomes along, 
refurbishes up the old theory and adds a few more tempt-
ing tit~bits to it, and back we swing to the .older outlook 
with a fresh polish on ·it. Thus, if I :attempted the histori-
cal method, I should 'be keeping your minds swinging hack 
and forth between one type of theory and another, and you 
would merely 'be studying the tree;s instead of trying to get 
a general view ·of the whole wood. 
So I shall ·attempt in this instance another method, 
viz., to classify the known theories ·of the origin of Insects 
into definite groups. This will enable you to follow the 
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evolution of the theories themselves, even if it does not 
help you much to follow the evolution of the Insects. 
Now, in order to classify and study these theories, let us 
first of all eXJamine the questi.on of what types of animals 
may be brought into the question. 
O:bviously, we .may reject from the start all t,hose 
theories which attempt to derive the Insecta from something 
very far back and extremely simplified !by comparison with 
them. It ·does not, for instance, take a very acute mind to 
put forward the theory that Insects are derived fr·om Annelid 
Worms! If .any.one has done so, no doubt you will all 
with one accord make the obvious .rejoinder "That is too 
" easy .a solution; for it seems highly probable that iJhe 
"whole of ·the P:hylum Arthropoda is s.o derived." Never-
theless, I would not .altogethe1· reject such a theory. I would 
only insist that, for it to lbe taken into account, it must 
present a fairly complete picture of the .Unes of evolution 
of the various groups of Arbhropoda. from the Annelids, 
and, in the special case of the Insecta, flll in the wide gap 
,between the creeping worm :and the highly specialised fly-
ing insect. It is for this ·one reason that I feel compelled 
to pass over W.alton's theory (1927) of the origin of Insects 
direct from Polychreta with a few remarks and a reference 
at the end of this :address,. to enaible those of you who so 
desire to study the theory for yourselves. Walt.on simply 
sets forth the general idea that both the leg and the wing 
o:f the insect have been derived from t•he parapodium of a 
Polych::et worm, the leg :being a specialised devel•opment from 
the neuropodium and the wing from the notopodium. He 
makes no attempt to explain how it i.s that, in this case, 
all th0 segments of the insect'<-< body do not possess wings 
and legs; he merely indicates that the wings, being dorso-
-lateral, could best 1have come :fr,o.m the n.otop.odium, while 
the .legs, 1being ventro-'lateral, could best have cmne from 
the neuropodium. No attempt i·s made to 1show the evolu-
tion of the intermediate stages between these two extremes 
nor to indicate the known fossil types that should surely stand 
somewhere near the line of evolution; nor is any attempt 
made to show how the complex musculature of t'he insect 
leg or wing could ibe derived from the extremely simple and 
hi•stologieally, very Jifferent, musculature of the worm. Wal~ 
ton's th~ory, then, in spite of a eertain a.mlount of intriguing 
suggestiveness, must be. put outside the main feast of rea-
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son, and must be partaken of, if swal.Jowed at all, as a simple 
hors d'ceuvr·e! 
This rhrings me to my frrst main proposition, viz., 
that any theory of tho evolution of Insects, to be acceptable, 
must either show th<lir origin from a lower type of Arthro-
pod, ·or, if not that, must at least indicate the relationships 
that exist between Insects and those groups of Arthropods 
nearest to them. You will note that I ask .specifiCally, not 
for a derivation from any livimg type of Arthropod, though 
some authors are so obliging ·as to offer t•his type of solu-
tion, •hut at any r'ate either from some ·ancient fossil type of 
Arthwpod, or, if not that, then from some carefully reasoned 
hypothetical common ancestor shared by Insects an{t some 
related group or groups. Let us begin with a careful consid-
eration of existing theories concerning the origin of Insects. 
I shall take first of all those which seek •to derive the Insecta 
from Marine i\rthropoda. These ean be divided into two 
groups, as folJ.ows :-
I. Descent of the Insecta from Trilobita. Handlirsch's 
Them"y. 
II. Descent of the Insecta from Crustacea. Various 
thool'ies eulminating in Cr-ampton's Theory. 
I. HANDLIRSCH'S THlcORY. 
H~ndlirsch's Theory of the evolution of Insects from 
Trilobites was first published in full form in 1908 and was 
again very ably summarised by the author in 1913. It forms 
almost a perfect modc·l in completeness of ·presentation and 
carefulness of argument, and therefore must merit our 
fullest .attention. The author was a student of the great 
Austrian entomologist, Brauer, and was .therefore originally 
predisposed towards Br.auer's well-known Gampodea--Theory. 
During the course of a long life, he has gained as wide an 
expPr.ience of insects ln general as any living man, and he 
is well knGwn as the author of a monumental work on Fossil 
InsDcts (1908), in which his theory is very fully set forth. 
I propose here to give you a succinct account of the the·ory 
itself,, and then to offer some criticisms of it. 
According to Handlirsch, the winged insects or Pterygota 
(whieh he calls Pterygogenea) are the original Insecta, and 
the ancestral type is to be found in the Order Palreodicty-
optera of the Upper Car\honiferous. This type carried the 
fore and hind wings 'outspread ~as in the .Amiso~pte-rous 
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but it also possessed rudimentary wings on the 
J!l'{Jthorax, and the abdominal segnwnts were provided with 
~mall side-processes -of the torgites, known as paranot11. 
IIandlirsch then sets out to prove that the wings of 
tho Pteryg,ota are simply 'specialisatio.ns from the original 
or pleural expansions of the .tergites found in 
th•'. Trilobites. This, of cDurse, is YHJt difficult. There 
•1n·e only two ·possible theories of the origin of insect wings; 
QllO :theory holds that they were originally gills, and that, 
therefore, tho ancestral winged insect must have been 
; the other theory holds that they are later:al exp·an-
cions of the thoracic nota. The majority ·of entomologists 
now support the latter tlJeory; so Handlirseh appears to be 
on very sound gr·ouild here. 
Handlirsch then addresses ·himself bo tbo question as 
to whether any 'l'rilobite ever mdstod that could possibly 
have been the direct ancestor of the Pterygota. His argu-
ment ·on this runs thus >-·····-vVe know of Trilobites with 
few postcephalic segments, as well as Trilobites with many 
Sitch segments; somewhere ·between the two extremes there 
mur:t have been forms in which the segnwntation of ·bhe 
:body was ex;aetly that required to give rise to the seg-
mentation found in Pterygota. (This w;e may readily 
without thereby acceptJing it a,s that such form, if 
it was the actual ancestor of ·the Insects.) Again, 
he says, we know ·of Trilo,bites with narrow bodies as well 
as Trilobites with bread bodies; abo WEl know <lf T'Tilobih:s 
pcsses.sing a .pair of compound eyes and three ocelli, exactly 
as in Insects, and ·at least one genus of 'l'ri1obites is 
known wbich possessed a •of terminal, many-jointed 
cerci. Further, all Trilobites ·agree with Insects in possesi:--
lllg only one pair ·of antennm. 
All th'' above points al'e we11 made, as far as they go, 
and we ·can admit them as indieating- quite olo:arly what 
!c·ind of 'I'rilobite might hctve been the anefcS'tor -of !Jhe Ptery-
got:a. But none of thorn :prove that any such 'I'riJ.o:bite 
was actually the ancest·o.r we are :f.or, :and l am sure 
you will -all note with me that most of ,the eharadcrs enum-
·erated HandJirsch aro ~o that there is still 
qtlit<cl a long- gap l;o fill rbetwnen Handlirsch's 'lmcest.ral 
Trilo•bite form and a Pala~ocUety,opte.rous Insect. This gap 
Handlirsch very fills by giving· reconstruction of 
his .idea of what the larv·a or nymph of: n. 
must have he·en like (ilgs. 1, 2, 3). Whcm y•ou look at thcsil 
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Fig. 1. A Trilobite, TriarthruB becki, Green. Ventral vie,v, restoration. 
After Beecher. 
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Fig. 2. Reconstruction of the larva of the original ancestor of the Insecta, 
according to Handlirsch. (Order Palreodictyoptera, Upper Carboniferous.) 
Left, dorsal, and right, ventral view. After Handlirsch. 
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Fir;'. 3. Reconstruction of the i•mago of the original ancestor of the Insecta, 
accordinr; to Handlirsch. (Order Palwodietyoptera, Upper Carboniferous.) 
Dorsal view. After Handlirsch. 
three .figurc:s side by side, the Trilo:bHe, the larval Palroodicty. 
opter·on and the adult Palmodictyopteron, you feel that Hand-
lirsch has presented a good case. 
rr.andlirsch also drives home his argument 
palmontoJ.ogically. The Trilcibites lived from the Lower 
C,ambrian to the Permian; ctlms there was an immense period 
of geologic time during whieh Gomo shallow-water form of 
Trilobite could have worked its way up the estuaries into 
brackish ·water, thence intAJ fresh water, and could 
have developed into tlw flying insect. be it 
noted, places the origin of the Jnseda as noL hrwer ·than 
the Lower Gar1honiferous or, ·at the earliest, in the 
Devoni:an (see fig. 4). 
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Fi;•. 4. Phylogeny of the Arthropoda, accoTding; to Handlirsch ( .l9.1G). 
HandlirS'ch's though primarily devised to ex-· 
plain the origin of Insects, actually covers the whoh1 of 
the Art·hropoda. He ea,sts out tho Onychopho.ra a2, not being 
true Arthropods., and then boldly daims -t.hat all the ot'J:wr 
C:lasse.s of: Arthropods, exclusive of the Tm:dig;rades and 
are derived from 'I':rilobitcs. 
Before to offer c:riLicl:m1s ,Df thjs theOI'Y 
in ff?'enonal, let 1!5 roee hDw Handlir;Jch deals with <the m•ost 
dbvious criticism of all. It is very hard for any entomolo-
;.i.;t to believe that the original ancestral type of the Insecta 
a winged insect. But, if the ancm;tral :f.orm was not a 
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winged J:mt ·a primitively wingless insect, then HandJir,sch's 
theory has its very foundation knocked from under it; for 
it is founded primarily on the evolution of the insect wing 
·direct from the pleuron of the Trilobite. Hence Handlirsch 
is put into the position of having to defend the thesis that 
the known Apteryg1ota .are degenerate descendants of origin-
ally winged insects. This .he does in characteristic fashion. 
He asks the question:-'l'o w.hieh of the groups of A.ptery-
gota are the Pterygota most o:bviously allied? The answer, 
with which we must all agree, is that they are most closely 
related to the Ec·totrophous Thysanura, viz., the Machilidre 
and the Lepismatidre. He then puts •aside the MachiHdre, 
evidently because they were lateraHy :fitattened, jumping 
forms, and eentres his argument on iJhe Le.pismatidre, which 
are dorso-ventrally flattened, running forms which possess 
defmite .paranota •on the thorax. Then, dealing with the 
paranotal flaps of Lepisma, 'he quote,s (1913) an unpublished 
observ.ation given to him by Dr. Sulc, who states that the 
tracheation of •the lateral flap of the thoracic notum in this 
inseet can be homologised with the typical tracheation of 
the larval wing in .the Pterygota. Even aceepting this ob-
secrv·ation, he has to confess that .the matter is "not proven," 
though, for hi.s :part, he holds that these flaps are not the 
rudiments ibut the vestiges of original wings .. 
Now Handlirsch Iays himself open to a serious attaek 
here, :and we mus•t drive it home. Gar·eful dissections ·of the 
thoracic flaps of Lepisma made by Mr. T,onnoir in Can-
berra show quite clearly that Dr. Sulc's observation is in-
correct. The tracheation of these flaps is not of a fixed type; 
it varies in important details :both in individuals, in the 
different segments of t'he thorax, •and als,o on right and left 
sides. Only a person who was determined to find, at all 
costs, a series of homologues to the six mai·n traehere of the 
insect wing eouJ.d possibly do so, and even then he would 
have to choose the most suitable of the many variations and 
more than stretch a point in :homologising the trac-heal 
branches. Thus we must .insist that there is really no 
evidence in favour of Handlirseh's view, :and, as we shall 
see when we come to review the whole prob.Jem, there is also 
an immense mass ,of evidence against it. 
Again, we have another oeritidsm to level against the 
theory on palreonto'logi.cal grounds. If Handlirsch is right, 
the P.tery:gota must be oJ.der than any of the Apterygota. 
This did not give him much trouble, !bec-ause, at the time 
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that he wrote, the only known fossil Apterygota were Ter-
tiary. So he puts the Pterygota as o_rigin~ting in the LDwer 
Carboniferous, or at the very earliest m the Up1pecr De-
vonian, and tJhen indicates an origin for the v'arious groups 
of Apterygota, somewhere in the Oarboniferous. But, un-
fortunately for the theory, I have •since been albl.e to ~r·~ve 
(192S) that true Collembola, closely res.emblmg hvmg 
Poduridre, were present in the .peat-bog,s of the Lower .D~­
vonian along with Acarids, Crustacea, and the most primi-
tive ty~es of V1ascular plants. Hence, if Handlirsch's theory 
is correct, Pterygota must have existed even before that 
.time! This is ·a thing that nobody could believe; not only 
bec·ause no fossil winged insects .are known before the Upper 
Carboniferous, but also because there were no trees in 
existence at that time, and little food suitable for anything 
but a crawling, cre·eping, or swimming form. I feel myself 
that this di&covery of Lower Devonian Collembola has given 
Handlirsch's theory a very severe :blow indeed. 
On minor morphological point,s, Handlirseh is als·o open 
to ·criticism. He .makes no at·tempt to indicate how 'the insect 
mandible has been evolved from the ·primitive biramous limb 
of the Trilobite head. No known insect has a mandible 
with eithe·r endopodite, ex•opodite, or epipodite still present. 
Surely we are entitled to be given .some' guide as to the 
intermediate stages. Further, and this is a grave mistake, 
in ·all hi's figures of Trilobites, Handlirseh entirely ignores 
the separation of the pygidium from iJhe thoracic region; 
and I can only conclude that he .either overlooked this point, 
which is a serious one, or desired to carry his ancestral form 
so far back that its pygidial s·egments were to be eonceived 
of as :being in a primitively unfused condition. For it is 
obvious, I think, that no form of Trilobite which already had 
two or more primary !body-segments fused bo.gether to form 
a pygidium could possibly be the ances1tor of the Insects. 
To eonclude, then, Hand1irsch's theory, fascinating as 
it is, is not accepta·ble on many grounds, ·and we 1must look 
elsewhere for •our so1utio.n. 
II. THE DESCENT OF INSECTS FROM CRUSTACEA. 
The ide.a that Insects are descended from Crustacea can 
be traced back a very long w.ay. The essential difference 
between Handlirsch's Theory and all the variations of belief 
in the descent of In sects from true Crustacea lies in this:--
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In the former, the ancestral group is extremely primitive, 
and the gap to •be filled between it and the Insecta is very 
wide; in the latter, the descent is claimed to be from an 
already highly organised Crustacean type, by a transference 
from marine to terrestrial conditions, to ·a primitive type of 
winglesB Insect. As we shaH see in the course of our study, 
the particular type to which all these theories direct attention 
is the family Machilidm, which all are unanimously agreed 
upon is the most Crustacea-like of Insects. 
The first cJe,ar enunciation of the theory ·of descent from 
Crustacea was that ·by .Hansen (189:l), who received support 
from Lankester (1904), G. H. Carpenter (1903, 1905), 
and Borner (1909). The ibasis of Hansen',s theory may 
be stated in his own words (1893, pp. 42'7, 128) :---
"I regard the maxillm in 1!1achil·is !US decidedly homo-
" logous with the maxillm (second pair of maxillm of 
"authors) in the M·alac·ostraoa, and the labium as homo-
" logous with the maxillipedes and agreeing ·in many 
"rElspects with these appendages ·in :the case of the gr•oups 
"111entioned." ('I'he groups referred to are the Isopods 
and, more especially, the Amphipods.) 
"The ,hypopharynx" (i.e., in Machili;;) "is eonspicuous 
'' . . . . and homologous wit·h the hypopharynx 
"gnathi) in t.he Malacostraca. 'l'he :organs which are 
"termed 'paragloss:ce' by authors have nothing to do with 
"the hypopharynx. . . . . I regard these '·paraglos:sre' as 
"·homologous with the maxillulm of Crustaceans." 
Hansen's themy was more fully developed :by Carpenter 
(1903, 1905). We mlg·ht here note that Hansen used the 
term to include both the basal sogments ("pro-
topodite" of authors) and inner 1~amus ("ondopodite" of 
authors) but we shall follow· the usual terminology and re-
strict the term to the inner ramus. 
The complete theory of Hansen and may be 
considered to the following points:·---
The compound eyes o:f Insocts are morphoiogicaJJ:v 
the same as the compound eyes of Crustace(l and 
belong to :the same head-segment. 
(b) The antennm of Insects are homo'logons with the 
a·ntennules or first antenme of Crustace·a. 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
( i) 
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The second antennm, :or antennm, of Crus,tacea are 
entirely suppressed in the Insecta, bhe segment 
which originally bore them being the intercalary 
or third head-segment. 
T·he mandibles of Insects are homologous with 
those of Crustacea, and have been directly derived 
:from them •by loss of the endopodite. 
T.h0 superlingum or maxillulm of Insects are homo·" 
logous with, the first maxillm, or maxillulm, of 
Crustacea. 
The hypopharynx of Insects is homologous with 
·the paragnaths of Crustacea, and has nothing to 
do with the maxillulre or paraglos·sm. 
The first maxill:D o:f Insects are homologous with 
the second maxillre, or maxillm, of Crustacea. 
The typical head of a Crustacean i.s therefore 
composed of six fused segments, three pre-oral 
and . three post--oral, to which the first thoracic 
segment becomes someJtimes elOtsely applied, its 
appendages then ibecoming the first maxi!Iipedes. 
The ty1pical head of an Insect is. cormp.os·ed of 
seven fused segments, thre:e pre-oral and four 
.post-·oral, the seventh representing the f1rst 
thoracic of Crustacea, and its appendages being 
fused togebher to form ct'he labium or second 
maxillre. 
It might •be noted that the Machilidm are held ·to be the 
most primitive of all Insects, on this theory, •On account of 
their general close resemblance to Crus•tacea, :the simHarity 
of their mandibles with certain types found in the Crusta-
cea (especially the Cumacea), the possession of large com-
pound eyes (absent in other groups of Apterygota), and the 
pres·ence of the coxal styles on 'the middle :and hind legs. 
'I'hese styles ·are considered to represent either :a Crustacean 
exopodite (Hansen) or an epipodite. 
Hansen's The·ory appeared to receive great additional 
support when Folsom (1900) announced the discovery of 
the embryonic maxi!lulary or super !ingu·al segment in the 
embryo of Anurida, one of the Gollembola. Unfortunately 
this discovery was later on proved to be bas·ed upon a miscon-
ception, and Fo.l:som himself withdrew his daim. The posi-
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tion at the present d.ay is that nobody has ever seen more 
than six primitive segments in the emlbryonic head of an 
insect. It is only fair .to state that the embryology of tihe 
hea-d of Machilis ·has not yet been fully investigated, a] .. 
though this is one of the .insects in which the maxillulre are 
best developed. 
Hansen's position has been ·att:acked in detail by Cramp-
ton (1917 et seq.). This 'author, himself a firm :believer in 
the descent of Insects from Crustacea, is nevertheies·s con-
vinced that the head ·of an Insect consists of only six seg-
ments, and that Hansen committed a grave error when he 
homologised the superlingure or maxiHulre of Insects with the 
first maxillre ·or maxillulre of Crusta·cea. The difference be-
tween Hansen's .and Crampton's interpre•tations of the seg-
mentation and appendages of the I.nsect head is best ex-
hibited in tabular form (Table A). 
TABLE A. 
TABLE SHOWING SEGMENTATION AND APPENDAGES OF· TlH; 
HEAD IN CRUSTACI•;A AND INSECTA ACCORDING TO (A) HANSEN, 
(B) CRAMPTON. 
--·----------------~--~·-···---------·-·--
SEGMENT. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
(A) APPENDAGES, 
HANSEN, 1893. 
(B) APPENDAGES, 
CRAMPTON, 192,2. 
------------~-·-- ----------~-··-
CRUSTACEA. INSECTS. CRUSTACEA. INSECTS. 
-~--~-·---- -~--------------
(Compound (Compound (Compound (Compound 
Eyes) Eyes) Eyes) I<;yes) 
1st Antennre Antennre 1st Antennro Antennro 
2nd Antenme (Absent) 2nd Antenna:! (Absent) 
Mandibles Mandibles Mandibles Mandibles 
( Paragnaths) (Maxillulm) 
1st Maxillm M:axillulm 1st Maxillre 1st Maxillro 
2nd Maxillre 1st Maxilhe 2nd Maxillro 2nd Maxillm 
1st Maxilli- 2nd Maxillm 
pedes 
---·---·-·-·-----------·-~---
H will :be seen from the above that Crampton challenges 
Hansen's conclusions as to the nature of the inse0t maxilluire, 
and wiH not allow that they are true s,egment•al appendages 
at .alL He severely attacked F~olsom's embryo·logical studies 
als·o. In hi,s view, the maxillulre of Insects are :bhe ex-act 
homologue.s of the paragna,ths of the higher Crustacea, which 
are also not .considered to lbe true segmental1appendages. It 
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therefore follows t:hat the first and second maxillm of Insects 
are the homologues of the first ,and ,second maxillre of Crus-
taeea, and the two types of head are hath composed of six 
fused segments and are even more closely similar than Han-
son imagined. 
I think Crampton has proved his ,case very fully; and, 
personally, in common with almost all modern entomologists, 
J accept the thesis that the Insect head is compos.ed of six 
segments and that the maxillulm arc homolog·ous with the 
paragnaths of Crustacea. I do not agree, however, that 
this proves the descent of Insects from Crustacea; it only 
proves community of origin. One need only point out that 
the 'heads of Trilobites and of many Myriopods also have six 
segments to see the f,aJlacy of Crampton's argument. In-
sects may, or may not, be descended :from Crustacea. If they 
are, then a much more debailed proof of that de,s.cent is 
still required. 
This detailed proof Crampton has attempted to supply, 
in a long series of papers, all directed towards the same 
end. He started off with the idea that the Tanaidacea, Iso-
po•d:a, and Cumace,a had a common ancestry with the Insecta 
(1920), but modified this after a fuller ·study of the man-
diibles (1922) to a theory of ·bhe descent of Insects from a 
oommon ancestor intermediate 1between the Mysidacea and 
Syncarida. His later studies a,ppear to have attraeted him 
more ·and more towards the Sync.arida as the actual ances-
tors of Insects, and, although I have not yet received a 
copy of his ]a,test paper, I understand that he now considers 
the Bathynellidre to be the most probable ancestors of the 
Insecta.* 
It is not, of course, at all easy to deal with a theory 
which is still in process -of modification. Let. us, however, 
make the attempt, by instituting 'a detailed ·Comparison be-
tween the Machilidre, which -are claimed to be the most 
primitive of all known Insecta, and the Syncarida, with a 
Bathynellid taken as type (figs. 5, 6). 
It will be seen that Crampton's argument, a,s indee·d 
all other arguments in f,avour of the Crustacean descent of 
::(In a 1more recent communication, received after this was written, 
Dr. Crampton further modifies his position, merely claiming that Insects 
are derived "from Crustaceoid ancestors." What this means actually I 
am not quite elear, unless his word "Crustaceoid" really means f:crusta-
" cean." It would appear to involve the abandonment of any clmm th3;t 
Insects are descended from any higher type of Crustacea, and the substi-
tution of a \ffiore general claim that they are descended fron1 a more primi~ 
tive Crustacean type.---R.J .T. 
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F'iv;. 5. B_athynella na"tansj Vejd. Class Crustacea Order Syncarida family Bathynel~hdm. ~. lateral view of m~tle; length 2~m. B. first ant~nna of 
flame. C, second an.te~na of s~me. D, mandibles of same, with endopodites 
and Incisor and molar areas. After Caiman. 
I~sects, denls only with the exoskeleton, i.e., tile segmenta-
tion and appendages. The details of emlbryology and the 
form of the various .systems of internal organs are not 
taken into account. Here, then, I must make a definite de-
mand, viz., fhst ,before any theory of the Crustacean ancestry 
of Insects can be accepted, it must indicate the lines of evo-
lution ·Of the InRectan type of embry·oiogy and of the 
Insectan types of internal systems of organs from those of 
Crustacea. And this demand must all the mo·re be care-
fully fulfilled if, after our examination of the case based on 
external characters only, it appears that a Crustacean an-
cestry of Insects is at a11 probable. 
Let us consider, first of all, the segmenta.tion of :bhe 
body. In the Syncarida we have six fused head-segments 
eight thoracic segments, and six abdominal segments: 
p!11S a telson. This gives a total of twenty complete somites. 
For the primitive Insect, we oount again six .fused se!5'ments 
for the head, three for the thorax, and eleven for the abdo-
men, plus a telson; the total is ·again twenty. All that is 
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F'it~. 6. Ncsomachilis maoTic1tS, 1.'ill. Class Insecta, Order 'Thysanura, 
family Machilidm. A, lateral view of f'crnale; length 55 mm., excluding 
tail-filaments. B, mandible of same, showing incisor (i) and molar (m) 
arens. C, middle leg of same~. showing coxal style (st). D, fifth abdom.inal 
;:;ternitc of same, showing sub coxa (sex), sternum (sn), styles (.st), and 
exsertile vesicles ( vs) . 
necessary, then, for a Bathynellid to become a Machilid, as 
fai' as segmentation is concerned, is fo:r:. the last five thoracic 
segments to ·change their function and become abdominal, 
with consequent reduction of their appendages to vestiges! 
It looks so simple, put thus, that one may well be tempted 
to ask: Where is the evidence that such a vast ehange as 
this ever took place, and where are the intermediate form,; 
to be found? The reply to this is •that the Maehilidre 
themselves possess redueed append·ages on most of their 
abdominal .segments. Unfortunately, the Bathynellidre only 
possess abdominal appendages on the first and sixth segments, 
whereas in the M·achilidre the :abdominal appendages, though 
rcdueed, •occur on all, or nearly all the segments. 
Thus, on this point alone, the Bathynellklre cannot be 
the ancestors of the Machilidre; and the latter, if 
desclmded at all from .Syncarida, must have been derived 
f.rom a form with a complete ser;es of a•bdominal append-
ages! Here one may well interpose and a.sk: Why not, then, 
be quite logical, and derive the MachiHdre from a Myriopod '? 
Next let us consider the appendages. The first thing t'hat 
we note is that almost all Crustacea, .including t'he Synca-
rida, possess two pairs of antennm (fig. 5, B, C). Insects 
c 
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and Mydopods, on the other hand, have only the first pair. 
H tbe Machilidre are derived directly from Bathyncllidre 
or ,any other form of Syncarida, we may ask, where is the 
evidence of the suppression of ·such •a functionally active 
appendage as the CrustacAan serond antennre? In tbe em-
bryoLogy of Insects, the intercalary ,semment, ·correspond-
ing with the Crustacean segment bear.ing the second •antennre, 
is practically suppressed; in fact, it is only inferred from 
the composition of the embryonic brain :and the presence of 
a pair of ceclomic sacs. At no stage does it appear as a 
well-defined emibryonic .segTnent, and at no stage is there any 
sign of embryonic appendages. 
We may well ask: Is it possible to believe t•hat this 
can be .so, if Inse·cts arc really derived directly from a high 
type of Crustacean in which this segment and its appendages 
are strongly developed both in the omlbryo 1and the adult? 
Why not, again, be more logical, .and derive the Insects direct 
:from more ,primitive terrestrial forms in which tbis seg-
ment ·and its appendages 1have never yet been found com-
plete? 
Our difficulties are not over with the second antonnre. 
We come next to the mandibles (figs. 5D, 6B), one of Cramp-
ton's strongest points. His work (1'922) in comparing the 
primitive Machilid mandible with that of Crustacea has 
been carefully done and is of great interest. He stresses 
the point that the insect mandible has never, in ,any known 
form, po·ssessed more than a single segment, ,corresponding 
with the ooxopodite of a typical Crustacean limb. He then 
clearly ·differentiates the separate incisor and mo'l:ar areas 
in the mandible of MachiEs, and eompares them with simi-
lar areas :found in eertain Crustacean mandibles, notably in 
those of A. sell us (Isopoda), Dic&slylis ( Cumacea), A.pseudes 
(T•anaidacea), Stegocephalus (Amphipoda), etc. Curiously 
enough, all these mandib'le,s, except that of the Cumacean 
Diastylis, possess well-developed ·endopod:ites, and •so do the 
mandibles of Bathynella (fig. 5D) and other Syncarida, 
not defini,tely considered lby Crampton in ihis argument. So 
he has eithe·r t·o 'hold that MachUis is descended from the 
Cumacea, or from some Deeapod form with a simHar type 
of mandilble, or else derive them from one of the other 
groups by ·loss of tho mandi:lmlar endopodite. 
To ;all this argument one c:an only reply, that i.t may be 
s·o, or may not! W1here is the proof, in -insect embryology or 
morphology, that the insect mandible ever possessed the 
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form of a complete Crustacean appendage, or even 
mernly posses:sed 'an enclopodite? I .confess that I find no 
evidence for it anywhere. It is all purely plausible assump-
Uon. It appears to me just as logical to argue that incisor 
and molar ,areas have been differentiated in Arthropod 
mandibles more than once in the course o.f evolution. I will 
not ,deny that Crampton may be right; all I would say is 
that other explanations may be right dso, and that he has 
not fully proved his case. 
Crampton then deals with the fimt maxillm ( 1922) ~nd 
derives these from a complete, typical Crustacean appcnd-
·age. Incidentally, one notes here that he requires three 
basal segments, coxopoditE), basipodite, and is·chiopodito, for 
his primitive Crustacean type, a.s indicated in Table B; 
whereas, in dealing with the mandible, he does not hesitate 
to demand a type with only a single lbaS'al Hegmcnt, and 
argues 1that any apparent division of it is purely second-
ary. So the mandibular endopodite arises, according to 
Crampton, from the basal segment, while in the .fir.st maxilla 
it arises from the third! 
TABLE: B. 
'J'Al:LF: SHOWING HOMOLOGms DETWEl<:N PARTS OF THE 
CrtCc1TACEAN AND INSF:C rAN MAXILLA . (AFTER CRAMPTON). 
PART. IN CRUSTACT<:A. IN INSECTA. 
First or Basal Segment. Coxopodite. Car do. 
Second Segment. Basipodite. Stipes. 
Its gnathobase. (Endite) Lacinia. 
Third Segment. Iscbiopodite. Palpifer. 
Us gnatbobase. (gndite) Galea. 
Exopodite (from Exopodite. Absent. 
basipodite). 
Endopodite (from Endopoditc. Palpus. 
ischiopodite). 
-----------·-·-
Table B ;shows dearly the homologies of the p.arts of 
the Crustiwean 'and Insect maxillre, .as given by Cramtpton. 
It must be remembered that Hansen should be given the 
credit for pointing out the incorrectness of the idea 
fhat the maxillary ipalp w.a,s the Crustacean exopodite. 
We can 'ag,ree with Crampton that the eardo and .s1tipes o.f an 
insect maxilla correspond with the two bas-al segments of 
the Crustacean appendage, and that the ex>opodite is absent. 
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But one may reasonably doubt whebher the palpifer of the 
insect maxilla is an original segment, feeing that it is very 
seldom differentiated at all in the Insects. Moreover, as no-
body has ever seen even 'a vestige of an undoubted exo-
podlte in any Insectan appendage, why not go at once to 
'the root of the argument and ,ask: Why is it necessary at 
all to have to derive any insect appendage :from the biramous 
type found in the Crust,acea? Is not this begging the whole 
question? 
T1he matter appea•rs to resolve itself into this, that, 
granted that the insect maxllla has been derived from the 
Crustacean maxllla, the mode of reduction is clear. But the 
fad tha•t the lacinia and galea are gnathobases does not 
prove that the appendage was originally o:f Crustacean 
type; it merely proves that it is a primitive appendage modi-
fied as .a j,aw. Unless we tacitly as,sume the origin of Insecta 
from marine types, such a 'primitive appendage need never 
have been biramous a,t all. 
Turning next to the insect leg, we note that here again 
the supporters of a Crustaeean ancestry would ·have us 
believe that it has been derived from a typical biramous 
appendage by loss of the exopodite. In this case, the 
coxal styles of Machilis have been brought into the argu-
ment and are claimed to be either exopodites, or, alternative-
ly, epipodites of the primi'tive appendage, 1according ,to 
whether we accept the eoxa as the original second segment 
of the insect leg or the original hasal segment. In either 
case, we might reasonably ex,pect it to occur on all three 
pairs of legs, instead of on only two, 'and we should certainly 
expect it to be present in the newly hatched Iarv,a, though 
this does not ~seem to have been determined •as yet. May 
we not fairly ask: ls not this style perhaps merely a spur, 
not an exopodite or epipodite at all? Such spurs are known 
to occur on other segments .of the legs of insects, notably 
the ti'bia; but epipodites are not known to occur at all in 
Insecta, with this sole possible exception. And, if these 
styles have. ar1y significance at all, what a'hout the long seTies 
found in ScolopendTella (figs. 9, 15)? 
Crampton also compares the terminal appendages of the 
Insecta with those of the higher Crustacea. There can be 
no doubt that the cerci of Insects are homologous with the 
uropods of Crustacea, and that !both forms possess a telson. 
But this does not prove descent of Insects from Crustace•a. 
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True cerci are present in the Symphyla as well 'as in many 
Insects; why should not the Insectan cerci he developed from 
older organs in the Myriopoda? 
Fig. '7 ex,hibits the phylogeny of Insects and their 
allies, as conceived by Crampton (1920). 
INSECTA 
T.ANAIDACEA MYIUOJ?ODA 
MYSIDACEA 
NlliBALIACEA 
COPEPODA 
ME ROS '.I'OlVLATA 
Fig. 7. Phylogeny of Insects and their nearest allies, according to 
Crampton (,19ZO). 
The outcome of all that Crampton has written appears 
to me that, so there appears to ,be no ,inherent impos-
;,;ilbHity that the Insecta may have 'been doseended fr,om 
Syncarida or some dosely allied group, but that it does not 
appear t•o be very likely. We must also remember that 
Crampton has not made uHe of any eharacter,s except just 
those which serve his ~argument, and that these 'have all 
been selected from the rathe,r narr,ow f1eld of external 
morphology. Even within that field, we awa,j,t from Cramp-
ton an explanation of ·bhe complete loss <Jf the second an-
tennro in Insecta, as well as a detailed explanatioon of an 
uqually bad crux, viz., how any form in which a speciali.s~­
tion of the 'postcephalic region already into a thorax with 
e;ight somites and an abdomen with six .or seven eould pos-
sibly be ·bransformed into one of the Insect type! And, as 
I ,have already remarked, the more convincing Crampton 
ean make his reply on these points, so ,Jn!uch the more must 
we then demand from him additional proof of his theory by 
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a rigid examination of t·he, various systems of internal 
organs, all of which must show a reasonable possibility of 
eVJo.Jution from the Sync,arid or aHicd Crustacean type to 
the primitive Insectan type. 
As an alternative theory is being put forward later on 
in this paper, I need only refer the reader to the arguments 
there deveLoped in connection with the embryology and the 
various internal organs, for him to see ho.w impossifble 
it is, when these are considered, for us to accept any group 
of Crustacea as in any way the immediate ances,tors of the 
primitive Insecta. And, as the theOTy of a Crustacean 
origin fails badly on these points, it mlust be, adjudged to 
fail altogether. 
Let us now turn our attention ·to those theories which 
seek to derive the Insects from terrestrial Arthropoda. All 
such theories must have one of two aims: they must either 
attempt to derive Insects from Myriopoda, or they must 
go farther baek and attempt to derive both insects and 
Myriopods through a common ancestor from the Onydw-
phora. We may therefore elassify them ·as :follows:-
III. The General Theory of the Terrestrial Origin of 
Arthropoda---VeTsluys' Theory. 
IV. The Theory of Descent of Insects f.rom Myriopoda 
-----Brauer's Campodea Theory. 
III. VEiRSLUYS' THEORY. 
This very interesting t'heo·ry has been set forth in much 
detail in a series of papers iby Versluys and Dempll ( 1914--
1922). Though it is primarily coneerrwd with the evo-lu-
tion of thre Arachnida, it has to be talwn account of as 
an important theory which bears on the possible line of 
evolution of Insects. For that reason I propose to give a 
short account o:E it here and to oiier &orne criticisms. 
The theory starts -off wit,h the weH-known thesis of 
Hay Lankester (1881) that Dimulus is a marine Arachnid, 
Ever since Hay Lankester pr.opounded that thesis, it has 
been universally accepted that Limulus is ·a true Arachnid 
and a remnant o:E the otherwise extinct gToup ·of Merosto-
mwta, to which the Palreozoic fossil E:urypterids belonged. 
It has also been fairly generaily accepted that the marine 
fossil groups, IiJurypterids and Trilobites, were the ancestral 
forms of ·all the principal groups ,of A1rthropoda, leaving 
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Peripatus out of account. In par~icular, tbe Sco.rpions ~nd 
their allies are held to lbe terrestnal descendants of marme 
ancestors, and the old group Tracheata, which was 
formed to include all the tracheate air_--breathing Arthropod~, 
is now believed to have no foundabon as a monophyletic 
group. 
Tlhe a;bove statement is, I think, a f-air .summary of <the 
orthodox view held by most zoologists :since Ray I1ankester 
published his theory. 
Now Versluys and his colleague ·contest this view. Thoy 
are in entire 'agreement with Ray Lankester concerning the 
A1·,achnid affinities of Lim.ulu.s and the Eurypterids.; but they 
hold vhat the deduction that the terrestrial Arachnids are 
descended from marine forms is entirely wr•ong, and that, on 
the eontrary, these huge marine types are themselves speeial-
ised offshoots from more primitive terrestrial forms allied to 
the Scorpions. This conclusion -is come to 'by an interesting 
suries of deductions, as follows:--
(·a) An analysi,s of the external characters of Scorpions 
and Eurypterids indicates that they were very 
dosely amed. 
(b) Dut even more primitive formls than Scorpions 
still live on the land, e .. g., the P.alpigr.adi, the 
Solifug::e, and the Chernetidea, in which the thmax 
has two free segments and the diffe.rentiation be-
tween pre- and post-abdomen is not so marked .. 
(c) l\ls·o a eare:Eul study of the structure of the eyes 
of L-imulus and Scorpions indkates that tbe form-
er must have been derived fpom the latter, not 
vice VG'rsa; i.e., the change in form must have been 
preceded by a change o:E living, from air to -sea-
water, and not 1;ice vena. 
(d) In the appendages of ISu·rypterids and 
Lim~thcs are more .specialised than those of Seor--
·and their respiratory appendages .are no-
thing more than slightly modified sternites. 
As far as this argument goes, I believe Versluys has made 
out a good case. But he now takes another very big step. 
It being proved that the Arachnida were originally terres-
trial tracheate form:s, he now g{les on to trace them iback 
to a common ·ancestor with the Progonewte Myri•opods, on 
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the gr·ound .ryf the forward position of the geiTital open-
ing, common to both groups. As the Araehnida never de-
veioped true mandi;bular jaws, of the type found in Myrio-
pods and Insects, this conclusion involves ·also the branch-
ing-·off of the Arachnida from the ancestral terrestrial trach-
eate ·stem at a rperiod earlier than the evolution of the true 
Progoneate Myriopods. This clearly involves the derivation 
of the three groups, Arachnida, Myriopoda, and Insecta, from 
an exceedingly primitive type of terrestria-l rtracheate Arth-
ropod. Such ·primi.tive ancestral group, according to Ver-
sluys, can be nothing else than the Onyehophora! Incident-
ally, the unity of the old group Tracheata is affirmed, and all 
living Arthr01pods must be derived from it! 
Ver.sluys also holds rbhat organs like the compound 
eye, the chelicerm, and the compound or segmented fore-
lbrain can only have arisen once in each case. So the pres-
ent-day Peripatoids ·are the remnant of the original trach-
eate stem, before any of these organs were for.med. Then 
arose, as a specialisation from the Onychophora, exceedingly 
primitive Myrirorpod types, both progoneate and opi.sthogo-
neate. One side-.branch of the progo·neate forms developed 
che.Jicerm and gave origin to all known Arachnida, inclllding 
the Pycnogonida. The main stem went on and developed 
a more complex fore-brain. Before the compound eye was 
formed, most of ·the existing Myriopod groups !branched off 
from it. Then came the highest groups. of all, with the 
compound eyes well formed. Of these, the highest expres-
sion is the Insecta, while the Trilobites •and Crustacea are 
much more ·primitive side-branches that took rto the sea! 
T'he above phylogeny can be graphically expressed as in 
fig. 8. Incidentally, I would like you to note that the portion 
of Versluys' Theory which deals with iJhe Insects is a kind 
of inversio·n of I-Iandlir.seh's and Crampton's Theories, in so 
far as he would derive hoth Trilobites and Crustacea from 
a terrestrial ancestor preceding Insects and Myriopods. 
In eonsidering tbe evolution of Insects, I do not :feel 
called upo.n to criticise very :fully that portion of Versluys' 
Theory which deals with tJhe Arachnida. I can only say 
rbhat hirs papers are well worth rea·ding for the wealth of 
detailed study of primitive Amclmidan types contained in 
them. But we must join issue on those main points which 
lie outside 1his survey ·of the Araehnida, viz., on the unity of 
the old group Tracheata, on the monophyletic origin of vari-
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ous complex organs, and on the derivation of Trilro:bites and 
Crm;tacea from terrestrial forms. Let me briefly indicate 
my .main criticisms:----
(1) The Traoheata:---I consider that Versluys' :rr.ain 
theory could well stand by itself, without seeking to bolster 
up this old, discarded group. If we follow the Insects back to 
the most primi·tive forms, we come to a few simple types in 
HEXAPODA (tmlltll) 
Development of 
Compound Eye-
Fig, 8. Phylogeny of the Arthropoda, according to Versluys ( 1'928, in 
litt.). 
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which no trache::e are developed. How do such forms 
breathe? Obviously, through their integument. The forma-
tion ·of a tracheal ·system was, in the first instance, an at-
tempt to increase the respiratory surf,ace of ·t'he integu-
ment at those ·points where it was already most permealble. 
The same is true of the Myriopoda. Why, ·then, should we 
demand a tracheate c-ommon ancestor for all terrestrial forms 
of Arthropoda? Is not the structure of the tracheal system 
in Peripatus an eloquent witness. to this very thing? How 
could the various tracheal systemls of Onychophora, Myrio-
poda, Insecta, and terrestrial Arachnids 1have arisen, unless 
we gra.nt a common ancestor that breathed through the in-
tegument on.Jy? 
I would go s.o far as ·to say that it is no more necessary 
to in~ist on a common tracheate ancestor for all terrestrial 
Arthropods than it is to insist on a common gill-bearing 
ancestor for all marine forms. 
(2) The Compound E'ye :---It seems certain that this · 
organ was originally formed from •an aggregation a£ sep-
arate simple eyes. 'I'Ihe fact that many of the larger types of 
Chilopods possess ,such assemblages of eyes on each side of 
the head should make it a matter of little surprise to us, that 
in one group, the Sehizotarsia, true compound eyes of the 
type found in Inseds occur. In this and other characters 
there can be no doubt whatever that Scu.tiger'a and its 
allies are very highly specialised Ohilopods. This, hO'w-
ever, does not mean that Scutigent lies anywhere along the 
line of evolution of the Insects, nor of the Crustacea, nor of 
the Trilobites. Though tthe detailed structure of the com--
pound eyes of Insects and Crustacea is extr-aordinarily simi-
lar, I fail to see myself why two such :similar structures 
should not have arisen independently, given that the orig-
inal clements, the simple eyes, were •being developed over 
and over again in more primitive groups. The fact that the 
most primitive c-ompound eye in Crustacea was almost cer-
tainly of the stalked type seems to rule out entirely a mo.no-
phylctic origin for these organs in Insects and Crustacea; 
for compound eyes in Insects arc without exception sessile. 
But the samt.e fac.t does not preclude the derivation of the 
Crustacean stalked eye from the Trilobite eye, since the posi-
tion of the latter on the free cheek would appear to be 
exceptionally favourable to the develo-pment of a stalked 
type. 
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It seems reasonable to conclude that compound eyes arose 
on four separate ·occasions during the evo•lution of the 
Arthropoda--
( a) in the Arachnida; 
(b) in the Trilolbite-Crustacean ancest;or; 
( ,_,) in the Schizotarsia; and 
(d) in :the Insecta. 
(B) The descent of Trilobites and Crustacea from a 
tnTcstrial common ancestor with the Insects and M.yriopoda: 
--1 do not propose to refute this in detail, because Professo·r 
Versluys himself, in a ·carefully reasoned statement setting 
f,0rth the main points d 1his theory, and sent to me with 
per.mission to publish it, ·agrees that his "hypothetical evo·· 
"Jution" is still unsatisfactory as regards its treatment of 
thf• Insecta and Crustacea. He explicitly mentions <that 
he has not yet overcome the difficulty of accounting for the 
prcc;ence of two ·pain; of antennm in tlhe Crustacea against 
only •one in Insects and Myriopods, and also how the genital 
openings in Crus,tacea and Insects came to be so differently 
pl'aced. 
I think we can conclude that Versluys' Theory, inter-
()•ding as it is in regard to the evolution of the Arachnida, 
does not give us the proof that we are searching for about 
the origin of Insects. It is ·chiefly presented 1here as an 
.oJ!',,et to Handlir:sch's and Cramlpton's theories, 'Of which it 
is, as regards the evolution of Insects, the very ant·ithesis. 
IV. THe DESClcNT OF INSECTS FROM MYRIOPODA. 
F'rom very early times there has existed a not very 
clearly defined belief in the descent of Insects from Myrio-
pods. T·he 11r,st clear direction was given 'by Brauer (1869-
70) in his wel.l--known Gampodea T:heory. Brauer claimed 
that all living insects were descended from a type v.ery 
similar :to the eKisting p;enus Campodea in :the Order Thy-
8anura, and that this type was still preserved in many 
primitive larv.a.J f'Orms of winged insect,s; these forms he 
termed campodeiform larv::e. The Cmnpodea--type was de-· 
.rivable from the Chilopoda, and these latter in their turn 
!rom Onychophora. 
Brauer's theory of the pri.mJitiveneSS' of ·the campodei-
:form type of insect larva has beon widely accepted, but his 
derivation of Insecta from OhiJopoda has met with little 
or no support. 
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Packard (1898) saw clearly that Insects could not be 
derived either from Diplopoda or Chilopoda, though he held 
that the latter were the nearest large group of Arthropoda 
co the true Insecta. 
Brauer's theory ·led to a search 1by many authors :for 
telatives ,o:f Campodea outside the Insecta, and thus ibrought 
the Symphyla into the question. Thus a school o:f writers 
arose who daimed that Scolopendr·ella and Campodea (f1gs. 
9, 10) were very closely related. Amongst these we may 
mention Packard, Hyder, Grassi, Haase, and Pocock. The 
last-named (1893) elevated the Symphyla to the position 
·o:f ·an independent Class,. and claimed that it was the "living 
Fig. 9. Scolopendrella sp., Australia. Class Progoneata, Order Sy,mphyla, 
family Scolopendrellidre. Length 6 mm. Ventral view, showing cerci (c) 
and gonopores (gp). Note the presence of styles and exsertile vesicles on 
most of the abdominal segments. 
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Fig. 10. Cam.podea philpotti, Till. Class Insecta, Order 'l'hysanura, family 
Campodeidro. Length 7 mm, excluding cerci. Ventral view, showing 
appendages of first abdominal segment (ap 1) and gonopore (gp). Note 
the presence of styles and exsertile vesicles on some o:f the abdominal 
segments. also the long, many~segmented cerci. 
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"form that comes nearest to the hypothetical ancestor of vhe 
"two great divisions of tracheates," i.e., of Myriopods and 
Insects. Thus all previous nebulous ideas ·as to the deri-
vation of Insects from Mydopods became crystallised in 
this sing.Je theory. It is true that Pocock himself held 
that boi!h Myriopods and Insects had descended from Scolo-
pendrella. Packard strong·ly combated ·this view; he held 
that Scolopendrelln was a remnant of an otherwise extinct 
group :from which the Insects had descended, and which 
partially filled the wide gap between Per·i11atus and i:!he In-
sects. Schmidt ( 1895) put :the Symphyla between the Diplo-
pods and the Pauropods, thus removing them further :from 
the Insects. Packard recognises the difficulty created by 
the fad that t'he Symphyla are progoneate while the Insects 
.are opisthogoneate, but he does not consider that suffireient 
to overthrow the theory. 
Let us now consider a number of points for and against 
the thoory:--
(1) The general form ·of the head .in Scolopendrella 
closely resem'bles that of Campodea; in ·particu-
.Jar, the Y-shaped suture which separa.tes the 
epicranium from the frons in many' prim'itive 
insects is present in Scolopendrella. 
(2) 'l'.he antennro are e1ongated, many-segmented and 
moniliform, thus differing ·from those of any other 
Myri·opoda and very closely resembling -the an-
tenure of Campodea. 
(3) There are two :pairs of maxill::e present, as in 
Insects, though other groups o:f Progoneata (Diplo-
·pods, Pauropods) apparently possess only one.* 
( 4) All the legs ex·cept the first pair are f•our-seg-
mented, and t'he tibio-tarsus ends in a claw plus 
an empodium. Thus they elosely resemible the 
legs of Collembola, though they are of more primi-
tive type in lacking the .marked differentiation of 
femur and ti!bia. 
(5) At the base of each leg there is a movable style 
(fig. 15, st) and, 'alongside this, an eversihle ven-
rtral 'sac (fig. 15, vs). Though the abdominal legs 
are absent in the Thysanura, moveable ,styles and 
ventral s'acs occur throughout that group of In-
*G. H. Carpenter (1905), however, maintains that Polyxenus, a 
primitive Diplopod, has two pairs. 
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(13) 
('7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
sects on a varying number of abdominal segments 
(figs. 13, 10, 12, st, ·vs). 
The last segrnent of the abdomen carries a pair 
of unsegmented cerci (flg. 9, c). Similar organ~ 
occur in all the Thysanura, and they are unseg 
mented in the Japygidro. 
Malpighian tubt1les are present, two in number, 
and open in to the anterior end of lhe hind-gut, as 
in Insects generally. 
Tho tracheal system opens 'by a sing-le pair of 
stigmata situated in the head. Although Campo-· 
clea itself ·has only thoracic spiracles, the Collem-
bulan family Sminthuridro has a pair of head 
traehero only. 
'I'he alimentary canal resembles that of Carnpoden 
cl-osely, and rectal glands are present. 
A pair of anal glands open at the tips of the cerci 
(flg. 9, gl). Similar glands occur in the Thys·a·n-
uran Anajapyx (f1g. 12 g[). 
This is a formidable list of resemlblances. Let us 
now consider the differences:---
(1) The mandibles are two-segmented. No known in-
sect has this primitive character. 
(2) The tergites and sternites of the body-region do 
not coincide. There are apparently only thirteen 
sternites, twelve bearing legs 'and the thirteenth 
being the anal segment. The number 'Of tergal 
plates is fifteen or si:JCteen. 
(3) The gonoducts are ·directed forward and open 
into a pair of eJo,sely opposed go·nopores placed 
on a raised median area on the fourth abdominal 
ster·nite (fig. 9, gp) . 
Witih regard to the above three characters, •in which the 
Symphyla differ markedly from the Insecta, I would say 
that the possession of two-segmented mandibles need not sur-
prise us in so primitive a form. Nor does such a charader 
necessarily remove its possessor from being considered as a 
direct ancestor of Insects. The .lack of agreement between 
tergites· and sternites is, perhaps, of less import'ance than 
appears at first sight; for we have to remember that we do 
not yet know anything about the embryology of ·t'he Sym-
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phyla, and it may well be that a sternite without legs has 
lbecome suppressed near the head end, while it seems highly 
probable that the original embryonic anal segment never car-
ried legs (cf. the Pauropoda) and so the supposed last seg-
ment m.ay be in reality two. This would 'bring the total 
number of abdominal segments up to fifteen for both stern-
ites and tergites, which is exactly the number obtained by 
adding the number of thoracic and abdominal segments in the 
Protura. But the third c'haracter, the progoneate po,sition 
of the genital opening, remains ~still a lbad stumbling block, 
and it is on this character that the theory of the origin of 
Insecta from Symphyla goes to pieces. It is, I think, fairly 
safe to say that, but for this one serious fault, there /has 
never ·been presented any theory ·of the origin of insects hav-
ing s·o many definite points in its favour. 
Though there has been ,a marked tendency amongst many 
modern entomologists to turn away from the Myriopoda as 
possible ancestors of the Insecta, we may note that Silvestri 
(1901-9) has ·brought a fresh interest .into the pro:blem iby 
the study of his new family Projapygidre, and ·particularly by 
his detailed a-ccount of the genus Anajapyx (<fig. 12), which 
should be compared with the Jap:Y'gidre also (·fig. 11). This 
extraordinary insect apears to come even doser to the Sym-
phyla than does Campodea. The cerci are short and only 
divided into a small number of segments, thus 1bridging the 
g·ap between the type found in Carnpodea on the one hand 
and the type found in Scolopendrella •on the other. Further, 
a pair of anal glands are developed exactly as in Scolopoen-
drella and oprm at the tips of the cerci. Thus, in spite of 
the difficulty that still remains, and to many still appears 
insuperable, regarding the progoneate position of the genit·al 
openings in the Symphyla, one may say that new inte-rest 
has lheen aroused in this old theory, even though the final 
proof of descent is still lacking. 
Our survey ·of the main theories· has now brought us to 
the position that no fully accepta:ble theory of the evolution of 
the Class Insecta has yet been •pY.esented. We may -say 
that Handlirs·ch's Theory attracts many because o-f the 
·brilliance and lucidity of its presentation; that Crampton's 
Theory, in spite of some excellent points, has not ibeen 
clearly presented and fails to make a strong appeal; that 
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l;'if.(, lJ. Iletm·ojapyx ga,:tardi, Till. ClG.ss Insecta, Order Thysanura, 
family Japygida:. Length 40 m1n. Diu;xrmnmatic ventral view of female, 
with the reproductive system consinting of seven pairs of ::;eg·mentally 
arntnJ.;ed ovaries ( ov). Aliincntary system shown by mcam:> of dotted 
lines; the small Malpighian tubules are shown at m,p. Note the unseg-
ment\'d forceps-like· cerci ( ef. those of Scl;lopcnclreUa,, fig. D), the position 
of tlw gpnopore, and the presence of styles on some of ihc abdominal 
seg:1nents. 
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Fig. 12. Ana.japyx vesiculosus, Silv. Class Insecta, Order Thysanura, 
family Projapygidre. Length 2 mm. Diagrammatic ventral view of 
female, with reproductive system consisting of two pairs of ovaries (ov). 
'The anal glands (ag) are shown with their ducts opening at the ends of 
the eerci ( cf. Scolopend,-ella, fig·. 9). Note the appendages of the first 
abdominal segment (cf. Campodea, fig. '10), also the styles and exsertile 
vesicles on the following segments. After Silvestri. 
Versluys' Theory has not been given any particular at. 
tent·ion ·by entomol-ogists; and, finally, that probwbly the 
most attractive theory of all, vi?,., the origin of Insects from 
a common stock with the Symphyla, has fallen to the ground 
owing to the apparently insuperable difficulty of explain-
ing the differences in the position of the genital openings. 
'The final verdict on all these theories must be "Not Proven." 
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SECTION II. 
.A NEW THEORY OF THE DESCENT OF THI<~ CLASS 
INSECTA. 
We are now in a position to ask: Do we know enough 
about the Arthropoda in general, and albout primitive insects 
in particular, to attempt to construct ·any theory .concerning 
th<: descent of the Class Insecta which might be accepta·ble 
to modern ent.omologists? I think we do; but we mlust be 
prepared to take a somewhat wider view of the problem 
t.han has hitherto been the case. 
To my mind, a theory of the Evolution of the Insecta, 
to be accepta•ble, must satisfy the following conditi·ons :--
(1) It must indicate, without any wide break, the line 
of evolution followed, not only by the external 
form, segmentation and appendages, but also lby 
the various internal organs; 
(2) It must also indicate th8 way ·by which the very 
highly specialis.:d type of embryological develop-
ment found in the Insecta has been attained; 
and 
( 3) It must account for the "aberrant" primitive 
groups of Insecta, viz., the Coilembola and Pro-
tura, as well as showing the line ·of evo.Jution lead-
ing to the Thysanura and the Pteryg•ota. 
Let us, then, first of all ask: On what acceptable founda-
tion are we to base our new theory? 
The following points appear to me to be a sound b-asis to 
work upon:·--
(1) The Apterygota are not descended .h·om originally 
winged for·m,q, but are more primitive than the 
Pterygotn. All theodes of descent f·or the In-
secta admit this, except Handlirsch's. In view 
•of the recent discovery of Gollembola i:n the 
lower Devonian peat-bogs, can we any Ionger 
doubt that Handlirsch is •here in error? 
(2) The Thysanm·a Ectotrophi.ca are the immediate 
ancestors of all Ptery,qote insects. 
(3) The Thysanura Entotrophica are closely re·lated to 
the Thysanura Ectotrophiea, and therefore very 
close to the main evolutionary stem of the Ptery-
gota. 
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(4) The Collernbola and Protura are rnuch further ·re-
?noved frorn the Ptwrygota than are the Thysan-
ura. 
Those who would now f·ollow me into the deta·ils of my 
new theory are asked to accept these four main propositions, 
if not as self-evident axioms, at any rate as so soundly 
based that they .may be taken as the groundwork o-f our 
theory. 
It f'Ollows from these four points that we shall nowhere 
be ccmcerned in this theory with the origin of wings or of 
winged insects. What we are concerned with is the inter-
rela•tionship of the three great .groups of Apterygtota, viz., 
the Collembola, the Protura, and the Thysanura, and the 
nature of their common ancestors. I take leave to think 
that this su!bject is wide enough for the founding of a sound 
theory, ·1md that it is also of t'he most intense interest to 
all entomologists. 
In working out the details of my theory, I must, perforce, 
begin with the more obvious arguments involving the com-
parative morphology of known forms. 'l'ohese will, however, 
be extended to ·include a survey of the evolution ·of the 
chief internal organs and of the embryology, and due re-
gard will be paid to the principle that no violence must 
be done to the known geological record, imperfect as it 
may actually he. Further, the ·ontogenetic stages indicat-
ed in the various larval changes will ·be given due consid-
eration. 
SEGMENTATION AND THE SEGMENTAL APPENDAGES. 
T. H. Huxley (18139) once remarked---"I venture to 
''think ·it a ma:tter of no small moment if it can ibe pr·oved 
"that a Lobster, a Cockroach, and a Scorpion are composed 
''of the same number of primitive somites." He did n·Jt, how-
ever, as some think, actually call attention to the existence 
of such a corre.spondence. Let us grant at once that, if 
this correspondence actually does exist, •then momentous con-
clusions .must flow from it. Ray Lankester ( 1904) and G. 
H. Carpenter ( 1905) have followed this line of argument up, 
and the latter author presents a table showing the numerical 
correspondence of segmentation in all the chief gr·oups of 
Arthropoda. 
In making this cmnpariwn, Carpenter finds t'hat the 
Leptostr.aca are t'he Crustacean group ·whic.h agrees exactly 
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in segmentation with the primitive Insect, and as-
twen·ty-two somites to each. He also assigns Sig'JIS 
thP .same number of somites to the Symphyla, the 
Polyxenw; amongst the Diplopoda, and to the 
genus A h . d I<' or Scorpions, and Lirnulus ·amongst the rae m· a. 
the Onychop'hora, the Trilo:bites, and t~e ~ran~hio-
~. amonoost Crustacea the numlber of s·om1tes lS h1ghly pO<l<l b · 
variable; this he regards as a secondary character. The 
OhiLJpoda als·o have •an exeeessive segmentation, and the 
primitive genus Lithobius is credited with twenty-four so-
mites, the minimum for the Class. 'I'·hcc Mal~costraca 
am)nQ'st the Crustacea fall ·cne segment shJrt of the re-
quisit~ number for Insects and Leptostraca; this is explain-
ed by a fusion of the original sixth and seventh arx!ominal 
Romites. 
Carpenter presents an attractive case. If it were fully 
proved, there c'ould be nothing for it but to acc~p~ the num-
·lwr of twenty-two somites as the ancestral cond1twn for the 
whole Phylum Arthropoda, and therefore to regard such 
groups as the Tardigrada, the Pycnogonida, the Paurop,~da, 
and the Gollem'bola as greatly reduced forms. 
But there are grave wealmesser> in Carpenter's thes:s. 
First of all, he has followed Hallsen , in aczepting sc:vcn 
~omites for the head region in Insecta, Symphyla, and Dipl•J-
poda, by regarding the superlingum or so-called maxilluhe 
as the paired appendages <Jf a d8'finite somite. I think there.• 
can be no doubt that Crampton is correct in his claim th:.:t 
'these organs are the homologues of the paragnaths of the 
!higher Crustacea, and that therefore the head in Insects 
and Symphyla is only composed ·of six segments. This brings 
the insect head into agreement with that of the Trilobites 
and Crustacea in general; .but, at the same time, it throws 
out crf gear the correspondence with the Leptostraca, which 
are now ,geen to possess one more somite than the Insects 
and Symphyla. Further, it does not appear that Carpenter 
has paid attention to the inequality in number of tergites 
and sternites in the Symphyla. Before it can be definitely 
asserted that this group has the same number of smnites 
the Inseds·, we must know something ahout the forma-
tion of its embryonic somites. Such knowledge is still com-
pletely lacking. 
We are thus faced with the posi~icn that th() supposed 
nroo:f of the ox,istence of an original number of somites C<Jm-
~non to the whole Arthropod stock appears somewhat forced, 
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and we are no longer at all boc<nd to accept it or to incorpor-
ate it in any theory of the evolution of the Class Insecta. 
We may, however, .still allow a considerable degree of im-
portance to the very dose correspondence in segmentation 
between the Malacostraca, the typical Insecta, and perhaps 
the Symphyla, as indicating the •possibility, though by no 
means the eertainty, that these three groups may have been 
deseended from P. common ancestor. 
In developing my new theory, I propose to examine 
this problem of segmentation frcm11 an entirely different 
viewpoint. We know that all Crustacea pa>~s throug.h a 
Nanpli.1.rs-stage, either as a free-swimming larva, or within 
the embryo. It is iby now generally ag:reed that the uni-
versal occurrence of such a stage in the Crustacea is a record, 
preserved in the •ontogeny, of the phylogenetic fact that, at 
some perind in their past history, the Crustacea had an 
ancestor which 1:s now 1"ep1·esentcd in a modified fonn .by 
the Nauplius larva. The chief modifications, of course, must 
be connected with larval existence, viz., small size, lack of 
develo·pment of cert:lin organs not needed for larval life 
(e.g., the reproductive system), probable secondary reduction 
of the number .of postcephalic somites, and als'O possible spe-
cialisations of certain organs, e.g., the appendages, suitable 
f·or the mndifie·d conditions of larval life. Making due al-
lowance for all thes·e, one can scarcely resist the conclusion 
that w1hat we may call the Nauplioicl ancesto?' of the Cru,sta-
cea was essentially a simpler type of Arthropod than any 
existing Crustacean, and that it ·had a simpler segmenta-
tion, with fewer somi:tes 'both in the head and in the postce-
phalic region. 
Although the other marine groups of Arthropoda do not 
possess a definite Nauplius-larva, they possess evidence in 
their ontogenies leading to the same conclusi'On as the above. 
The Trilobites went through a succession of larval stages 
in which :the number of segments was increa,sed from stage 
to stage, and the earliest of these was most like the Nauplt"us-
larva ·of the Crustacea. The Merostomata, as exemplified 
by Limurus, also go through a larval stage called the "'I'ri-
" lobite-larva," from which the adult form is reached by ad-
dition of further 1somite.s. 
Further, there are a few of the more !highly evolved 
forms amongst the Crustacea in whkh the whole 'Of the orig-
inal larval history is, so to speak, telescoped into the em-
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period, s:1 that they .hatch out from the egg as a 
edition of the adult fDrm. Examples of this are to 
br• found in the Crayfishes and also in the Syncarida. 
Now when we turn to the terrestrial Arthropoda (leav-
ing ·out d account for the present the Onychophora), we do 
not fmd any evidence of the existence of a Naupli'Oid 
ance;;tral type, :but we d:l find dear evidence of the 
evolution of these types from ancestors which had 
;;impler segmentation. This is most clearly seen 
t.he Myriopoda. In this great group, all the 
Progoneate f·orms, viz., tho Diplopoda, tho P.auropoda, 
and the Symphyla, pass through a series of larval stages 
with gradual addition of somites. It is to be noted that 
tho segments are not added to the posterior end of the body, 
but are interpolated between either the anal segment and th2 
one originally before it (as in Diplopoda) or between tlw 
preanal segment and tho one before it (as in Pauropoda), 
c:nd that they may be add2d either singly •Jr in groups, 
as many as five at a time in i'c!rms like hdus with many 
o:egments. This •phenomenon is called anamoTphowis, and I 
wish to direct attention to it here as of great importance 
in our new theory. In tho Opisthogoneata, the Schizotarsia 
and a numlber of the Chil·opoda are alr,o anamorphic. 
Contrasted with these numer•ous anamorphic forms, we 
1Jnd a certain number only of tl1e Chilopoda in which, as 
in the Crayfishes and Syncarida, the whole of the larval d2-
velopment is telescoped into the embryonic period, and the 
young larva emerges with the full number of segments pro-
per to the adult. This phenomenon is called epimo1p1ws?·s. 
Now it seems clear t•J me that, if we .accept the fact 
that all Crustacea have been evolved from a Nauplioid ances-
ter, we must a [o1·tio1'i aceept the fact that all Myriopoda 
have alsJ been evolved from a s:mpler ancestral type with 
fewer original somites. 
One sees no escape fnm this .conclusion, particularly 
when one ·studies a primitive group of Myriopoda like the 
Pauropoda (fig. 13), in which the adult number of somites 
is eonsiderably less than ·is found in other groups. H there 
were any truth, for instance, in the fundamental proposition 
of Carpenter, that the original ancestor of all Arthropoda 
possessed twenty-two (or shall we say, following Cramp-
ton's modification, twenty-one?) somites, then some record of 
this rt>-duction .should be preserved in the ontogeny of the 
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Fig, 1,3. J>aurO]JUB amicus, L. Harr. Class Progoneata, Order Pauropoda, 
family Pauropodidm. Length 1.6 mm. A, ventral view; length 1.'6 mm. 
B, antenna. After L. Harrison (rl914). 
P·auropoda! So far is this from 1being the case that iJhe 
_Pauro_,poda are not even epimorphic, but just as anamorphic 
m their development as any genus of Diplopoda wit;1 abund-
ant segmentation. We owe to L. lhrrison (1914) a clear 
a?count of the larval stages of Pauropoda. An analysis of 
h:s rpaper made by me for the purpo:se.s of chis argument 
gJVes us the following Table, which is 'hig,hly insrtructive :-
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TABLE C. 
ANALYSIS OF THE SEGM!CNTATION IN THE ONTOGENETIC STAGF.S 
OF THE P AUROPODA, 
16-Legged Adult o" 
SEGMF;N'l'. 
Hexapod lO~Legged 12-Legged 
Larva. Larva. Larva. Larva. Imago. 
( 
~J ~1 
·-
~~---~~-
------ --~---·-
1. Oc. Oc. Oc. Oc. Oc. 
2. I Ant. Ant. Ant. Ant. Ant. 
3. I -· 
[Md. Md. 
Md. Md. Mel. 
5. Mxl. Mxl. Mxl. Mxl. Mxl. 
1 
··-·-
··-· 
--------
6. ( --
{ ls~- { 1s~· J ( 
7. \1st Legs Legs Leg·s llst Legs I, 1st Legs 
g_ {2nd Legs {2nd Legs {2nd Legs (2nd Legs r 2nd Leg·s 
9. 3rd Legs 3rd Legs 3rd Legs l3rd Legs l3rd Legs 
10. {4th Legs 
11. clth Legs 5th LeKs 
12. 5th Legs r 6th Legs 
l:L {1th L<-;':P,'S 16th Legs \ 'lth Legs 
14. !{ •lth Legs ' 5th Legs l7th Legs 18th Legs 
15. 5th Legs r 6th Legs (8th Lep;s l9th Legs 
16. (Preanal {Preanal "' Preanal l Anal l Preanal {Preanal 17. j\Anal Anal Anal Anal 
--·-·--------·-- ------~------··--------- -----------······-~·-~--~----------
It will 1be seen that the young Pauropod hatches out as 
a six-legged larva having a total of only six somites behind 
tho head. We must be careful not to jump to the conclu-
siGn that this larva represents an insectan stage in the an-
cestry of Pauro.poda. That this is not s·:> will be gathered 
at once from the :fact that the first body-segment does not 
carry legs. Thus the legs of the young Pauropod larva 
are not homologous with the thoracic legs of the Insecta, but 
are on the second, third, and fourth postcephalic segments 
instead of on the first, second, and third. W~e may also re-
call that ~the young Diplopod hatches' out as a larval :fonn 
having three pairs of legs, but that these are usually on the 
first, third, and fourth segments, thus differing in arrange-
mont broth from the Pauropod and the Insect types. 
It will, therefore, be clear that we may not claim, :from 
this larval development, that either Diplopoda or Pauropoda 
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have 'Pa,ssed throug'h a Hexapod or Insectan stage in their 
cancestry. All! we may c1aim is that they 'have p'a,s:sed 
through an ancestral stage with fewer somites and fewer 
pairs ,of appendages than they now posses,s, and that a reduc-
tion of this original number of appendages, whatever it may 
have .been, to three pairs in the first larval stage ha,s' been 
accomplished in several different ways, evidently 1because the 
small first instar larval form could best get along with three 
pairs, though not necessarily the same three pairs. 
Now let us try to get ,some idea Df what this prim~tive 
ancestor was like. 
In the Na~tplius-larva of the Crustacea, the head is well-
formed, and eonsists of four segments, viz., the :ocular, the 
first antenna!, the seeond antenna!, and the ,mandibular. 
Three of these are preoral and one postol'al. In the passage 
to the Metanauplius-larva, there is a zone of addition be-
hind the mandibv:ar segment, a,s well as a z;one of addition 
at the posterior end of the body. 
Now it seems to me that the correct interpretation to 
put on this is that, whatever number of postcephalic segments 
there may have bccen present in the original ancestor of: 
the Crustacea, there can be no doubt that the head origin-
ally possessed 'Only four segments. Thus there ean o,n]y 
have been one pair of jaws, and the mouth must have been 
closed from :below by a flap or process of the mandibular 
segment.* 
U we now compare this Nauplioid condition of the an-
eestral Crustacean head with the head of Peripatus, we find 
a close simJilarity. The ocular segment is the same in both. 
T1he seeond segment in Peripatus carries the antennre, which 
are homologous with the first antennre 'Of Crustacea. The 
third segment in Peripatus carries the jaws, which are homo-
logous wi1 h the second antennffi of Crustacea; and the fourth 
segment carries the oral papilllD, which are the homologues 
of the Crustacean mandibles. No true appendages close the 
mouth from below, Jbut the orifice is protected by papilliform 
ridges. 
It is here that I wish to introduce the first po,int in 
my theory whieh I think i:s entirely new, viz., that t 1he so-
called maxmulre or superlingure of Insects, together with 
their median proees,s the hypopharynx, :and the paragnaths 
*The presence of the mandibttlar grooves on the heads of many 
Crustacea, including Syncarida, may also be evidence in favour of this. 
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of the Crustaeea, are not only not true appendctges, but re-
definitely the ancestml lower lip of the mouth when 
tJw head was in the four-segmented condition. I can see no 
ot-her reason for ,their existence, hom the po,int of view of 
eV1l'lution, nor can I fmd any other explanation of their 
embryonie development from the mandibular somite. They 
are certainly not original portions of the mandibles, budded 
off, for their rudiments' appear separately and between the 
baSl'S of the rudiments of the mandibles. If we accept this 
solution, we are able to understand at once the present con-
dition of the mouth in the Insecta and Crustacea. It has 
evidently been enlarged by the subsequent addition of two 
more pairs of appendages. In the Insecta, the paired glands 
of the second maxillre must originally have opened on to the 
l'xterior, beneath the head. Their ducts have now !been forc-
ed up into a po,sition apparently within the mouth, and func-
tion as salivary glands; but the fact that they open below 
and not above the hypopharynx is an indication that they 
did not originally belong to the mouth at all. 
If the above interpretati,on is correct, one might also 
vr:nt.ure on a prophecy :-Somewhere in the Pre-Cambrian 
roeks there must exist an ancestor of Trilobites and Crusta-
cea, and proba,bly of Eurypterids also, in which the hea,d wail 
composed of o.nly four segments, as in the Onychophora. 
'l''his ancestor may quite well be much larger than Peripatus, 
though, in my opinion, it will proba1bly exhibit appendages 
composed of only a single segment. I !believe that remains 
of such an ancestor are already being unearthed near Ade-
laide; but they are in such ancient r,ocks and have under-
gone so much contortion that they will be very difficult to 
interpret. 
Returning now to the question of the segmentation of 
the postcephalic region in our ancestral form, it is clear 
that we have no defmite evidence in favour of any fixed num-
ber of segments. I would be content to claim that Arthro-
pods in general have been descended from forms with fewer 
segments than are to be found in the adults of higher 
groups to-day, without specifying the exact number. If 
we again study our Pauropod Table (Table C), we see that 
the adult Pauropod has a total of twel1Je postcephalic somites. 
To reach thi,s condition j,t has to pa~ss through larval stages 
with successively six, eight, nine, and eleven posteephalic 
somites. In the Symphyla, a larval stage with six pairs 
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of legs is known, but the full larval history has not yet 
·been worked out. 
Le·t us now summarise the wbove results with a view 
to a further application ·of them to the problem of insect 
.ancestry:-
(1) In marine Arthropoda, forms with free-living lar-
val stages are more primitive than forms that 
hatch with the full number ·of adult somites. A 
N auplioid ancestor is indicated, Vv ith fewer so mites 
than in recent dominant groups. 
(2) In terrestrial Arthropoda, anamorphic forms are 
more primitive than epimorphic. Again, an an-
cestor with fewer somites is indicated, but not ne-
cessarily a Hexapod ancestor. 
{3) In cephalisation, a stage with the head composed 
of only four fused segments was reached very 
early in the evolution of the Arthropoda. 
Amongst terrestri·al Arthropoda, the Onychophora 
are a relict of this stage of evolution, though they 
are specialised in having attained an epimorphic 
development and in possessing a large though in-
determinate~ number of postcephalic somites. 
.( 4) During the four-segmented head stage of Arthro-
poda, the paragnaths, or, alternatively, the super-
lingum and hypopharynx, were developed as a 
non-appendicular lower lip to the mouth, closing 
it from below. They belong to the last of the 
four then existing head-segments, i.e., the mandi-
bular. 
(5) Later evolution of the head-capsule produced either 
five-segmented fheads (Diplopoda, Pauropoda), or 
six-segmented heads (Trilobites, Crustacea, Chilo-
poda, Insecta). In such cases the mouth-cavity 
became enlarged and closed below by the maxillm 
or ]a.bium, so that the hypo·pharynx, when develop-
ed, appears as an internal tongue within the 
mouth, and the salivary glands, originally having 
ducts opening external to the mouth, open in-
stead beneath the hypopharynx, within the mouth. 
Tables D and E are attempts to exhibit these re-
sults in eoncise form. 
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TABLE D. 
TABLE OF COMPARISON OF THE APPENDAGES OF' THE HTCAD 
S~CGMENTS IN VARIOUS GROUPS OF ARTHIWPODA . 
A. FOUR AND FIVE-SEGMENTED Hl<JADS. 
SEGMIBNT. 
1
oNYCHOPHORA 
il I•:mbryo and 
Adult. 
CRUSTACEA 
Nauplius 
. Larva. 
ARACHNIDA 
E~mbryo and 
Adult . 
DIPLOPODA. 
PAUROPODA. 
L 
3. 
4. 
I (Eyes) I Antcnn~ 
I Jaws 
! Oral Papillo' 
( lcyes) 
1st Antennm 
2nd Antcnnm 
Mandibles 
(Eyes) 
(Rostrum) 
Cheliccrre 
Pedipalps 
(Eyes) 
Antcnnre 
(Intercalary) 
Mandibles 
6. 1st Maxilh:e 
-----~------~~--------·-------~-·- --~- .. ----~----·--·---------~-----
TABLE E. 
TABLE OF COMPARISON OF Tim APPrJNDAGES OJ<' THE HEAD 
SEGMENTS IN VARIOUS GROUPS OF ARTHROPODA . 
B. SIX-SEGMENTED HEADS. 
··-· ----------~~~CH:"T A~~~=-~-::-YMPIIY:=-~~~~~~~:~;~:~-~NSEC'l'A. 
SEGMENT. TRILOBJ'l'ES. ~ Adult.' " · " Ati~lt. 'I Jcm~7u~t.and Icm~~~lt~ml 
I____ I 
I ! ! (]<~yes) (!eyes) 1 (IGyes) 
I 
i ( prc~antcnruc) 
1st Antennre Antcnnm I Antenna~ Antennm 
( Antennules) [ 
1st Maxilli- iZnd Antenm:c (Intercalary) ; (Intercalary) (Intercalary) 
pedes [ (Antennae) 1 
[Mandibles iMandibles 
i ' 
11 st Maxillm 1st Maxillm 1 sL Maxilla' 
112nd Maxillm 
1. (Eyes) 
2. Antennm 
Mandibles 4. '2nd Maxilli- jMandiblcs 
pedes 
I 1st 5. 3rd Maxilli- Maxillm 
pedes [ (Maxillulm) 
(). 4th Maxilli- \2nd Maxillm 
pedes I (Maxill"-') 
Maxillct"! 2nd Maxillro 
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Let us now turn our attention to the Insecta. 
The whole of this Class, with the exception of the Col-
lembola and Protura, may lbe placed as definitely epimorphic 
in their ontogeny, i.e., the young larva hatches out with the 
same number of somites as the adult. One may, for the 
purposes of this discussion, omit those very highly s·pecialised 
types which have passed even beyond epimorphosis, in that 
a reduction of some of the original somites may have taken 
place eith(or in the adult or in both larva and adult, e.g., 
in the reduction of the number of definite abdominal seg-
ments to les•s than ten. Also we may leave out of account 
the problematical interpretation of certain ·so-called "proto-
pod" larvro in parasitic Hymenoptera. 
In the Protura, there is a definite anamW?'phic type of 
ontogeny. The young larva hatches out wit'h only nine ab-
dominal segments, and three more are added in the form of 
small annular somites to form the adult abdomen with 
twelve segments. 
If the Gollembola were tmly epimorphic, they ought 
either to hatch out with the full number of somites charac-
teristic of the Insecta, or else show indications, either in 
their embryology or in the cnurse of larval development, 
of the reduction which has taken place. There is, however, 
no sign of this at any stage. The embryonic development 
proceeds up t·o the formation of six albdominal segments 
only; the larva hatches in ·that stage, and the adult retains 
exactly that number of segments. I propose to term this 
type of ontogeny protomorphic. 
If we compare this with the larval stages of the Pauro-
poda (Table C), we shall see that the Gollemlbola appear 
to ·have stopped short, as far as their postcephalic segmenta-
tion is concerned, at the stage indicated by the twelve-legged 
larva of the Pauropoda. Now about the only fact known 
concerning the ontogeny of the Symphyla is that they also 
pass through a twelve-legged larval stage. As the presence 
of two pairs of maxillro and definite hypopharynx and maxil-
lulro have been proved for this group, we can now make 
an even closer comparis•on and say that the Gollembola pos-
sess exactly the segmentation of the twelve-Iegged larvre of 
Symphyla. 'Phe only difference lies in the •appendages, aU 
of which are retained in the Symphyla, including a pair of 
unjointed cerci. 
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F'ig. 14. Diagrammatic view of a Collembolon, :family Entomobryidre. 
A, ventral view, B, lateral view, showing the abdominal segments, numbered 
1-S, the catch or retinaculum ( rt), ventral tube ( vt), and the parts of 
the spring or furcula, viz., manubrium ( rn), dens (d), and mucro (me). 
Further support for this view is obtained when we cnme 
to study the development of the appendages in Collembola 
(fig. 14). In the embryo, all the postcephalic segments 
show the rudiments of appendages except the last two, viz., 
the preanal and anal. This is an exact parallel to the condi-
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tion ·of the postcephalic region in the twelve-legged larva of 
Pauropoda. Before hatching, ~the appendages of the second 
abdominal segment (fifth postcephalic) disappear. In the 
newly hatched larva, the appendages of the first abdominal 
segment (fourth postcephalic) ,become fused to form the 
ventral tu,be (fig. 14, st); those of the third abdominal seg-
ment (sixth postcephalic) also fuse to form ·the catch or 
rctino,culum (fig. 14, st), and those of the fourth abdominal 
sc~gment (seventh postcephalic) remain very large and are 
only partially fused to form the large spring or furctila; this 
organ has a fused basal portion or manubriwrn (fig. 14, m), 
a 11air of elongate dentes (d) and small terminal portions or 
'ln'UGT01WS (me) . 
'f,hus, of all the original paired appendages of the post-
cephalic regio.n in Collembola, only one pair, those of the 
fifth segment, have been lost. 
In the twelve-legged larva of Pauropoda, it is also true 
tbat only one pair of original postcephalic appendages dis-
appear; ,.1L1y, in this case, it is the first pair, not the fifth. 
In the twelve-leg,ged larva of the Symphyb, none of the 
appendages of the postcephalic region degrades except those 
of the preanal segment, whieh appear to be partially atro-
phied. The anal segment !hears a pair d short cerci, which 
are absent in Gollembola and Pauropoda. 
T,he resu!L >Of this survey of the Gollembola is most in-
teresting. They are classified as Insecta; but, acc:ording to 
our analysis, they ha11e j?,tst as much ?'i.qht to be classed 
as My1·iopoda as have the Pa?ir-opoda. The only difference 
is that, while they retain all their original appendages ex-
cept one pair, only the first three postcephalic appendages 
remain as· functional walking-legs; the remainder- ar-e modi-
fied to serve othm· [1mctions. 
The conclusion appears to lbe irresistible that, unless the 
Collembola are not true Insects, then the Insecta, Pauropoda, 
and Symphyla have all been derived from a common ances-
tor with segmentation similar to that of Go11embola. 
Table F presents in tabular form the results of our 
analysis of the ontogeny of the groups under discussion, to-
gether with the Arachnida and Tardigrada. 
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TABLE F. 
ANALYSIS OF THB TYPES OJ.c POSTCEPHALlC SEGM!~NTATION IN 
VAIUOUS GROUPS 01<' ARTHIWPODA. 
O'l'OlV10HPH1SM :--The preservation of an orhdnal condition with few body 
PR ·:>'-';(ments, without ehangc from embryo to adult. 
:-·The forn~ation of few body segments in the embryo, with addition 
of further se~:.;ments during larval life, the full number bein~~ reached at 
a late larval or adult stag;c. 
:---The formation of the full number of body-segment.s while still in 
th~ embryonic condition. 
TAHDH:Ec',DA 
:~~::,~ .. ,;;;~~OR!> I 
!Wfi'J("!'A 
TlUUJlTl'A 
CllU~)TACCJ\ 
AIL\'.:HNiilA 
PJWTOMOR-
PIIIC. 
All forms ( '!) 
Collcxn:Uola 
Pycno:~onida ( 7) 
ANAMORPHIC 
x:phosura 
lCP!lVIOll.PIHC. 
Pcripatoidea 
Chilopoda (part) 
Tbysanura 
PLerygota 
Syncarida, etc. 
Scorpionida 
1 
__ -~~-~:~~!-~_H:•- de. 
THE EVOLUTION OF Tlm 1;V ALKlNG-LrcG. 
We can scan:ely be wrong in deriving the walking-leg 
in !nc.eds and Jl!fyriopods from an originally unsegmented 
process such as is :found in many Annelid worms. The ftrst 
truly ArLhrObYdan stage may ·be envisaged as a still simple, 
unscgJ:JPnted, short appendage pro~ided with two se~s of op-
pc.'',abb extensors and flexors, and ending in one or 
two d:nvs. T'his stage i:1 represented in the limbs of Tardi-
grarft.,;. Tho next stage c·onsists in a slight elongation o:f 
t~r lr~c':. with annulati::m of a primitive type, as is to :be seen 
b Pm·i;Hktw;. With further elongation eomes tbe differenti ... 
ati<m the definitive segments, each having its chitinous 
exo<-;kt:i:·ton scmcwhat hanh:ned in comparison with the chitin 
of t:10 joint, and thus f.or the first time becoming· a defmite 
unit in the leg mechanisrn. The walking-legs of b·Jth Insects 
and Myricpods are of this type, but show· a wide range o.f 
cvohticn, both in the number of the segments and in their 
individual specialisations. 
Comparing the walking .. Jeg of the typical Myriopod with 
that of an Insect we are at once struck with the fact that the 
EJ 
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Myriopod leg is of a more primitive type in not having tlw 
marked spceialisation of femur and tibia w,hich is to be 
found throughout the adult stages of most Insects. Let us 
then, first of all, follow out the evoluUon of the walking-leg 
in the various groups of Myriopoda. 
':l"he simplest type of Myriopod leg is that found in the 
Symphyla (fig. 15). It is usually stated to consist of flv,~ 
segmonts. We propose, however, in this paper, to con-
sider that the kg pr<Jpor starts with the coxa, as it doea~ 
in the Insecta. The coxa of an inseet shows a definite ar-
ticulation with the sternal and pleural reg;ions of the thorax, 
A careful examination shows that the segment whieh rWcl 
this articulation in the Symphyla is the rafher large, F;tout 
segment (ex) which is fourth from the distal end. Further, 
this segmenl is articulated with a kind of' slightly chitinir;ed 
s·ocket, from the pleural portion ·of which there is dcwelope(l 
a long, .slender, curved apodeme (fig·. 15, ap). F'rom tht> 
sternal part of this socket are devc~loped tl1e ventral r;ac ( vs) 
or eversible vesicle, and th(; style (st). I propose to call all 
this region tbe rwbcoxa. The sternal part is clearly homo-
logous with the subcoxal plc~te in the abdominal segments of 
Mach'ilis (f1g. 6, D, sex) ; for this plate also bears the ven-· 
tral sac and the style in that family, and lit.cs behind the 
true sternum, whic'h is a weakly chitinised, triangular plah; 
(fig. 6, D, sn). In our view, then, the leg proper begins with 
the coxa, and the number of segments must be counted from 
that as the basal segment. 
A comparison of the £.our-segmented leg of Scolopen-
drella (fig. 15) with the four--segmented leg of a Collemb·Jlan 
(fig. 1,±) will here prove useful. In the latter, the four 
segments are known as the coxa, trochanter, femur, an.l 
tibioo-tarsus; these names, therefore, may also be used for 
the four segments of the leg in Symphyla. It is worth 
noting that the tibio .. tarsus in Gollembola ends in a well .. de-
veloped elaw and an em podium; the tibio--tarsus ·Jf Scolopen-
d1·ella also ends in a claw and an empodium. 
Returning to the legs of Myriopoda, we flnd the next 
stage, a six-segmented leg, in the Pauropo-da and some of 
the Diplopoda. This condiU.on appears to have arisen by the 
interpolation of two short Regments ·between t'he {>riginal 
femur and tibio-tarsus of a four-segmented leg of Symphylan 
type, as in tho Oniscimorphous DipJ.opoda. In the higher 
groups of Dipl·CJpoda, the distal segment bec:nm;s divided into 
two, giving a seven-segmented le-g. In some cases, there ap-
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Fig. 15. Sternal region and leg in Scolopendrella sp., Australia. Class 
Progoneata, Order Symphyla, family Scolopendrellidre. A, ventral view, 
drawn from a cleared and mounted KOH preparation stained in eosin. 
B, lateral view, drawn from an unmounted KOII preparation stained in 
t~osjn and cleared in clove oil, to Bhow correct position of parts. ap, 
apodeme; apl, anterior pleural process, ppl, posterior pleural process, and 
8 tJ,, ?lcrnal process of the subcoxa; ex, coxa; [1n, femur; ~<;n, sternum; 
;-:!' style: tbs, tibiotarsus; tr, trochanter; vs, exsertile vesicle. In B, all 
>:legmPnts of the leg are omitted except the coxa, and the exsertile vesicle 
is indicated by dotted lines as it lies behind the coxa. 
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pears to :be a further subdivision, more or less complete, of 
the distal segment, so that the ,highest type of leg evolved 
in this group may :be said to lbe eight-segmented. The 
Diplopoda ·are abo remarkable :for the approximation of the 
two coxre, whic:1 remain large, and in the setting-apart, in 
the males, of one pair· ·of legs to form the copulatory or-
gans. 
Turning next b the Opisthog·oneate Mydopods, we have 
to determine which is the true coxa in the Chilopoda. There 
are two more or less well defined, small, ring-like segme.nts 
at the base of the leg, the first of which frequently bears 
a small ,style re.sembling that of the coxa of Ma.chilis. This 
should therefore be the coxa, and the second short segment 
should be the trochanter. Following this are five well de-
veloped segments, so that we may call the typical Chilopodous 
leg seven-segmented. In some groups, however, the distal 
segment is either more or less ·completely subdivided into two, 
s•o that the hiG;·hest deve.lopment is again an eight-segmented 
leg. 
A very remarkable and high degree of specialisation of 
the ]()gs is attained by the Schizotar,sia, an aberrant offshoot 
of the Chilo•poda. In these the two distal segments of an 
originally :seven--segmented leg :become greatly elongated and 
very slender; eac'h is suibdivided into a number of annuli or 
secondary segments. This condition is usually :spoken of 
simply as "multi-articulate," but the original point of divi-
sion between the two distal segments proper is easily seen 
at an elbow near the middle of the annulated portion. The 
animal walks or runs by means of the first five segments of 
each leg only, and uses the two distal ones in a most extra-
ordinary manner. It captures its prey iby leaping upon it 
and enclosing it in a veritable basket or cage of legs; while 
devouring; its prey at leisure, it keeps the terminal segments 
of its legs vibrating at a rapid rate, thus pr·oducing a misty 
effect and rendering ,itself almost invisible! A further in-
tere·sting point is that a true "breaking-joint" is formed be-
tween trochanter and femur, thus enabling the animal to 
escape with ease if one of its long legs is either caught in a 
crevice or seized upJn .by an enemy. 
It will be seen from the alhove account that the line of 
evolution ·Of the Myriopod leg, after the Symphylan stage, 
cann·Jt be homobgised segment for segment with the Insect 
leg. 
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Turning now to the evolution of the Insect leg, we take up 
the story again at the Collembola (.fig. 14), in which the com-
parison with the leg of the Symphyla is very cbse. This leg 
is £.our-segmented, and t'he tibio-tarsus ends in a claw plus 
.an empodium, The subcoxal region is extremely primitive, 
with wry slight chitinisation. The next stage is to ibe found 
in the Jh·e-segmented legs of Protura and Thysanura Ent<J-
trophica; the additional .segment is formed by subdivision 
of the tib.io-tarsus into distinct ti·bia and tarsus. In the 
Protura, the specialisation of femur and tibia, which is 
str-cngly marked in most adult insects, is not at all marked, 
so that these primitive insects are closer to the Myri·opoda in 
this character than other insects. 'The Pr·ojapygiJre (fig. 
12) are ,s·omewhat more spec.ialised in this respect; t'h:; ,Tapy-
giduc (fig. 11) a little in advance of the Projapyg:dm; and 
the Campodeidm (fig. 10) are. slightly in advance of the 
Japygidre 
No group of Insects now exists with a six-Sc)gmented leg 
which has not been attained by red Jction; the few types in 
which the tarsus is at present two-segmented can all be 
proVl'd to be reductions fr.om a type in which the tarsus 
w:.cs <>riginally three-segmented. Within the Thysanura, the 
dif·.tinction between the two groups Entqtrophi.ca and Ed)tro-
phica is most marked; all the former have the tarsus simple, 
whil(~ in the latter it is never less than three-segmented. 
A few forms ·of Lcpismatidm are known in which the leg is 
cig.ht-(;egmente-d (tar.sus. four-segmented) but these are ob-
viously secondarily derived fr·om f-orms having the typical 
seven-segmented legs of the Ectotrophica. 
T·he Pterygota appear .at first sight to centre round two 
·distinct lines, one having the tarsus three-segmented and the 
other five-,segmcnted. To the former would belong the fossil 
'
1rders Palreodictyoptera and M ega'Secoptcra, and also a num-
ber d recent groups (Dermaptera, Plecoptera, Copeognatha, 
Hemiptera, etc.). Handlirsch, who regards t:he Palmodicty. 
optera as the ancestral type of the Insecta, would also claim 
that this three-segmented conditio.n of the tarsus is the primi-
tive C·ondition. BJt we have very clear evichmce from the 
fos:'il reoord that the throe-segmented c.::mditi·Gn bas bem1 
Rocondarily derived from a five-segmented o?ie in Pel'laria 
and Copeognatha, and there is some ev.idence thnt :.lle threcc-
wgmented condition in Odonata may also he a reduction. I 
am therefore inclined to consider the five--segmented condition 
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of the tarsus as the primitive form for Pterygota, especially 
as the Plcctoptera, both fossil and recent, have five-segment-
ed tarsi. 
Here let us pause once more to collect into tabular fo1·m 
our analysis of the evolution of the walking-leg in terrestrial 
Arthropoda (Table G). 
The next stage of our analysis brings us to the ques-
tion of tho relationrrhip of the typical unir.amous legs of ter-
restrial Arthropoda to .the primitive biram0us typos of 
marine Arthropoda. We have to ask the question: Is there 
any real evidence of descent of the terrestrial uniramous 
walking--leg :from the marine biramom appendage of Trilo-
bites and Crustacea'? 
TABLE G. 
TABLE SHOWING EVOLUTION OF THE TYPES OF WALKING-LEG 
IN ANNELIDA AND AUTHROPODA. 
--,-----
TYPE. 
J 
''" Z.J. ~e 
U:nsegmented Process x 
Simple Leg with Claws 
Simple Leg with Claws and 
__ _!~~~!!i~~-· ann~tions 
Four-segmented Leg with 
--~_E-gle .. ~~~-i~~~~-~~-
Five-segmented Leg with 
separate tibia and tarsus 
Sixasegmented Leg 
(x Present.) 
MYIUOPODA. 
X 
x Syrnphyla 
x Pauropoda 
lNSl•cCTA. 
x Collembola 
x Protura 
x Thysanura 
Entotrophica 
--·---------------- ______ ----------- _><:_l)_iplopod':'__ _____ _ 
.Seven-segmented Leg x Diplopoda 
x Chilopoda 
x Thysanura 
Jr.Jctotrop hica 
x Pterygota 
_ 
1 
_____ .... _____ --· _____________ 
1 
__ (-_:s_:__o_m_ec) __ _ 
Seven-segmented Leg with x Schizotarsia 
·---~-~~~~da~-- ann~~~~~---- ~-'"~"·-- ____ ~-------.... ---~--------- ---~-- _ 
Eight-segmented Leg x Diplopoda 
x Chilopoda 
x Thysanura 
Ectotrophica 
(some) 
----~-------- ---- ----- ~------------ '--------
Nine-segmented Leg 
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This brings us at once to tbe much-debated question of 
the coxal styles of l\!Iachilidm (fig. 6, C, st). According to 
tho~.c who support the descent o:f Inseclis fr·om Crustacea, 
the.•e styles are either true oxopodites or true opipodites. If 
tJw original basal segment o:f the leg in Mccchili,s is the sub-
(.Jig. 6, D, sex), then the .style may be a true exopodite, 
as it is borne on th,l second segment (coxa). If, however, 
th(' eoxa is the ·tme ibasa1 segment, then tho style eannot be 
an cxopodite, though it rn-igh/; be an epipodito. In either 
ease. the presence of similar styles on most of the ahdominal 
,;egmcnts •of lVIachilid2,), and, indeed, o:f mm;t abdominal seg-
ments in the 'I'hysanura, has been claimed as additional evi-
dence of the descent of these insects from Crustacea. Let 
uc~ cK.amine the position more closely. 
H seems clear that the abdominal -styles in Machilidm 
are not the homologues of the coxal styles of the second and 
third Htoraeic segrnents; foJr the abdominal style.s an' borne 
on the subcoxa (fig. G, D, sex;) and must theref.ore be the 
houw1ogaes of the styles found in Scolopendrella (fig. 15, 
st). Those styles arc situated just externally to the ex-
~wrtile vesiele8 ( vs) in both cases. 
The double homology ·of coxal style and ventral sac is 
quite inexplicable except on the ground .that the Symphyla 
and Machilidre were derived from a common ancestor. 
Further, we have to note the occurrence in Chilopoda 
and Schizotarsia of small coxal styles on most of the legs. 
These are cle-arly homologous with the coxal styles of 
Maehilidm. But these groups have not developed the sub-
eoxal styles and sacs. Hence we may safely conclude that 
both types of style are not remnants of original epipodites, 
or exopodites, but merely a special development which took 
place at some stage in the evolution of the CDmmon ance·stor 
of l\1yri•opo.ds and Insects, and were carried over into cer-· 
tain ancient types of both Classe·s. 
As there is not a particle of other evidence through-
out the Myriopoda and Insecta for the occurrence of either 
an exopodite or an epipodite, I think we are entitled to con-
clud,, that there is really no evidence whatever for the evo-
lution of the walking-leg of the terrestr.ial Arthropod from 
tho ·biramous swimming limb o:f the marine Arthropod. 
We see, then, that the course of our invo.stigati·on has 
again forced us into the position of maintaining some kind 
of relationship between the Symphyla and the Apterygota, 
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although we are no longer thereby put into the position of 
the original supporters -of this theory, in so far as it involved 
them in acceptance of the Symphyla as the nearest approach 
to the ancestral group of the whole of the Insecta. 
Our conclu:Sions may be stated as follows:---
( 1) No evidence exists for the origin of the walking-
leg of Myriopoda and Insecta from a biramous 
type of limb. 
(2) Coxal styles occur in Chilopoda, Schizotarsia, and 
the Machilidm. 
(3) Sulbcoxal ,styles and eversible ventral sacs occur 
in Symphyla and Thysanura. Subcoxal styles 
also occur ,in Protura. 
REPRODUCTIVI" SYSTJ'M; TI-lE Pl<OBLE;M OF THE POSITION OF 
THEi GONOPORE. 
Having thus arrived at a point where it is idle to shut 
our eyes to the fact that the evidence so far disclosed points 
to a much closer 'hereditary onnection between l\1y:tiopoda 
and Insecta than between Crusta.cca and Insecta, we comP 
now right up against the ·old crux, which may be stated as 
foUows:--
All the older types of Myriopoda are prcgoneate. The 
Chilopoda and Schizotarsia are, it is true, opisthogoneate, 
but noihody prop·oses to derive the Insecta from e~ther of 
them. All the Insecta are opisthogoneate. How can one 
bridge the gap between the progoneate Myriopods and the 
opisthogoneate Insecta? 
It has long appeared to me that this problem is almost 
insoluble, if we are not to go back nearly to an Annelid an-
cestor with paired segmental gonads and gonoducts. How-
ever, a new solution now presents itself as the outcome of 
the present ana-lysis, and I shall try to explain it clearly 
herewith. 
In the following discussion, all s·egments will be reckon-
ed from the head' baekwards as postcephalic, without regard 
to the presence of the thorax in the Inseeta, since it is ad-
mitted 'that the thoracic region of an insect i:s compos("d of 
the first three original postcephalic segments of a more pri-
mitive type. 
On the albove reckoning, the Collembola pos,s·ess nine 
postcephalic segments. If my theory that ·they are more 
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primitive than other Myriopoda and Insecta, as regards their 
segmentation, is correct, then they never had more than nine 
postcephalic segments. 
The gonopore in Collembola opens on the eighth post-
-cephalic segment. In the Thysanura and most Pterygota the 
male du<;t opens on the twelfth postcep·halk segment, the 
female on the eleventh. In the Plectoptera, however, the 
female ducts, which are paired, open on the tenth postce-
pha1ic segment. In the Protura the genital ducts open be-
tween the last two segments, i.e., the fourteenth and fifteenth 
postcephalic. In the Chilopoda, they open on the last seg-
ment. All these variati-ons are included in the one term 
opisthogoneate. 
In Diplopoda the genital duets open on the third post-
cephalic segment; there are also, in the male, accessory c·opu-
latory structures either on the last segment, or on the sev-
enth or eighth. The Pauropoda also have the ge.nital ducts 
opening on the third postcephalic segment; the Symphyla on 
the fourth. Both these conditions are classed as progoneate. 
Now nobody denies that Plectoptera and the rest of 
the Pterygota had a common ancestor because the frlmal-3 
duds in the former open one segment in front of ·their po8i-
ti-on in other Pterygota. Nor would they deny the unity 
of the Class Insecta on the ground that the position of the 
g:mopore, though o·pisthogoneate, was not the :same in Gol-
lembola, or in Protura, as it is in the Thysanura or the 
Pterygota. 
Thus the is.sue as between the term "progoneate" and 
the term "opisthogoneate" is seen to be essentially one of 
d:)gree. Granted that the divergence between the position 
"f the gonopore in Symp'hyla and in Thysanura is too great 
to be "jumped," we" may nevertheless ask what amoumt of 
dive?"gence would be pennitted for the present dbjection to 
Lhe postulation of a common ancestor to ibe overcome'? The 
reply must be, unless we are to ·be entirely illogical, that a 
similar amount of divergence must be permitted as is al-
ready accepted within one of the two divergent .groups, say, 
the opisthogoneate. In this gToup the most forward position 
for the gonopore is ,actually to !be found in the Collembola, 
strange as this may 'seem; for they have the genital opening 
on the eighth postcephalic somite! 
Now the most backward position of t'he ,gonopore in the 
Progoneata lies on the fourth post-cephalic segment. Hence 
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(1) The original condition in the protomorphic ances-
tor of both progoneate and opisthogoneate forms :-Even if 
we •grant that the original terrestrial ancestor of Myriopoda 
and Insecta had a number of postcephalic somites not less 
than the CoUembola, it is not required that functional 
gonads need have been present on any somites except the 
fourth to eighth po•stcephalic inclusive. Fig. 16, A shows this 
.condition. Each gonad discharged its products through ih: 
own segmental duct, as indicated albove. 
(2) Evolution of the primitive progoneatc type :--This 
would be accomplished by the fusion of all the ducts along 
ea·ch side into a single gonoduct opening forwards into the 
original pore of the fourth postcephalic somite. The rGmain-
ing pairs -of g-onopores must have become vestigial and later 
on disappeared. Probably also the most anterior pair of 
g'onad,s (those of the fourth postcephalic somi-te) also became 
vestigial and later on -disappeared. Fig. 16, B shows this 
-condition. 
(3) E-volution of the pr·imitive opisthogoneate type:--
This would be accomplished by a fusion of all the ducts along 
each side, similar to that in (2), but opening backwards into 
the original pores of the eighth postcephalic somite, instead 
of f-orwards into the fourth. As in (2), all the remaining 
pairs of g-onopores m'..lst have become vestigial and later on 
disappeared. Fig. 16, C shows this condition. 
( 4) Stages in the Evolution of the progoneate type:--
It would appear probable that, during anamorphic evoluti-on 
of the pr-ogone-ate type, the original pair of g-onads in the 
fourth postcephalic somite :has degraded and disappeared; al 
the same time, pr-oba1bly at least three extra pairs of gonads 
have becm developed ·posteriorly, in the ninth t-o the eleventh 
postcephal-ic s-omites, during anamorphosis, either during a 
single interpolation of three segments, or during two stages 
of addition, of twG .segments folLowed by one more (as in the 
larva-l development of Pauropoda). Fig. 17, B shows this 
intermediate or Proto-pauropod stage. From it, there can 
easily be developed the adult condition found in the Pauro-
poda (fig. 17, C) in which the ducts <have been extended for-
ward one segment (probably :by ectodermal additions) so as 
to open into the third po.stcephalic .somite, while the gonads 
of the fifth and sixth segments appear to have been lo-st, and 
the remaining pairs have combined into two groups, each 
extending through ,several segments, and thus partially ob-
.. scuring the o.riginal segmental arrangement. 
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Fir;. 17. Further Evolution of the Progoneate Type of Reproductive 
Diagrammatic. A, ancestral progoneate (as in fig. 16, B). B, 
or Proto-pauropod stagt', leading to C. C, Pauropoda. D, 
Symyhyla. E, Diplopoda. "rhe numbers indicate postcephalic somites; 
un, anal, and pa, preanal somite. All diagratns represent fenwJe organs. 
In the Symphyla (fig. 17, D), the origin-al position of 
the gonopores is retained, ,but there is a very great reduction 
in the gonads; apparently only those of the sixth and seventh 
posteephalic somites have been retained, and these are fused 
on each side, so as to obliterate the original segmental ar-
rangement. 
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The Diplopoda (fig. 1'7, I<;), like the Paur.opoda, have 
specialised in the forward movement of the gonopores, but 
appear to have retained a larger number of the original pairs 
of gonads; these, however, have all become fused together 
to form one great, elongated gonadial ,chamber. The paired 
ducts have also fused, except towards the gonopores, where 
they remain separate. 
How close these hypothetical stages in the evolution of 
the reproductive flystems ,of the various types of Progoneata 
actually come to th(l truth can only be discovered by very 
careful examination of the embryonic and larval development 
of the gonads i.n existing types. This has, apparently, not 
yet been attempted. If, howevee, my new theory at all ap-
proximates to the actual courS(l of evolution of the ancestors 
of Myriopoda and Insecta, such a study as this should yield 
many points of evidence in its favour, or, alternatively, ofYer 
evidence demanding :some reconstruction of its details. 
( 5) Sta,ges in the FJmJlution of Opisthogoneate types:--
Starting from the ancestral protomorphic opisthogoneate 
type already env.iS'aged (fig. 16, C), we haw, to follow out 
i'our distinct lines of evolution as follows:··-
(a) The Collembola (fig. 16, D, E) :--Here the inter-
mediate stage may be conceived of as an enlargement of the 
five gonads on each side to a stage in which their separate 
ducts 'become :obliterated (fig. 16, D). This may 'be termed 
the Proto-collem'holan .sta:ge. The condition of the male 
gonRJds in Podurid<e is a little further :advanced (fig. 16, E), 
the gonads on each side forming a huge convoluted mass 
pr,ojecting as far forwards as the mesothorax, frJut still 
showing definitely its origin from five originally d:istinct 
gonads. In the females fusion proceeds further, and appar-
ently all signs of the original segmental arrangement are 
lost. 
It is important that the embryonic formation of the 
testes in some primitive Pod.urid should be worked out c.om-
p:letely, so as to determine which five postcephalie smnites 
actually produce the paired gonads. 
We must note that, as there has been no anamKlrphosis 
in the Collemhola, the evolution of the gonads must have 
belm comparatively simple, and has only .jnvolved the original 
elements present in the hypothetical ancestor of bobh progo-
neate and opisthogoneate types. 
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(b) The P1"otr.t1"a (fi.g. 18, A, B) :---•For the evolution of 
this type, we require two anamorphic stago)S. In the first, 
tho original five pairs of gonads were retained, and the 
position of the gunopores was probably pushed backwards 
to :between the anal and pn,anal segments. By interpola--
tion of three more segments just antm··ior to these, wi,thout 
development of extra gonads within them, wo reach what we 
may term the l'r·oto--proturan Sta.r;e (fig. 18, A), .originally an 
adult ·condition, but now represented by the larval :form with 
~L-II--I ' 
--- - -~-:::1-J 
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nine abdominal segments. Either 'before or after this stage 
was reached, the paired gonads must have l'lecome fused 
into two elongate organs of the type now existing in the 
Protura. 'I' he present Proturan stage (fig. 18, B) has been 
reached simply by a second anamorphic dewlbpment, re-
~.ulbing in the addition of three ring-segments just in front 
of the anal segment. 
(c) The Thysanur·a and PteTygota (fig. 18, C-G) :--
The evidence favours a common ancestor for thes·e two 
groups, which we may term the Proto-thysanuran stage· (flg. 
1'7, C). It must have had eight pairs of gonads, and must 
also have been devebped anamorphically from the anc(lStral 
protomorphic opisthogcneate type (fig. Hi, C) by the addi-
tion, either at a single stage or at two, of three additional 
som.itos in front of the preanal.* From this type, the .J apy-
gid<B (fig. 11) evolved simply :by loss -of the most posterior 
pair ·of gonads: the segmental condition of the othm· seven 
remains complGte to the present day in the females, and the 
only other specialisation is the union of the tw<l original 
gcmcporicS on tho segment. The Projapyr,·id:oe (Ana-· 
y"apy:x:, flg. 18, D) show a further stage of reduction, the 
gonads being reduced to two pairs only; each of these two, 
however, is probably composed of two or rnore of the original 
f,eg,mental gonads. Tho end development of this line is to be 
fcund .in the Campodeidce (fig. 18, E), where all the remain .. 
ing gona.ds ·on each 1:ide are L1sed into a .single elongate 
organ. 
The Machilidce and Lepismatidce apparently c•mstitutc-
an-;t.her line' of development, in which (fig. 18, F) the .original 
sovsn pa·irs of gcnads retained in the .J apygid>B lose their 
c:s·gmeni.al arrangement and become more crowded together 
( Machilidce). In the Lepismatidm, either there is a second--
ary reductiJn b five pairs only, or, just possibly, these 
five may actually represent the original five pairs of 
the ancestral pr•Jtom:crphic type, carried over unchanged. 
It is interestin;7; to note that, nn this new theory, the 
two lines of cvolutkm of the reprcductive organs in the 
Thysanura Entotrophica and Thysanura Ectotr·Jphica are 
;,cen to :be distinct, but quite cl·osely related. 
Turning next to the Pterygota (Jig. 18, G), the line of 
evolution follows closely that -of the 'l'hysanura Edotrophica, 
*Possibly the undeveloped, annular nature of the ninth abdominal 
scgrnc:nt in Japyrddre is evidence that it was the ]ast segment to be added 
anumorphically in the ancestor of 'Thysanura. 
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ibut apparently the whole eight >Original pairs of gonads are 
retained, though their segmental condition is lost. The con-
dition found in the females of Plectoptera, in which the 
two -oviducts open separately on the tenth postcephalic ,s.omite 
instead of on the eleventh, is quite possibly not primitive, but 
a secondary development correlated with the necessity, in 
these delicate and short-lived insects, for freeing large masses 
of eggs as quickly as possi:ble. 
(d) The Chilopodc" and SchizotaTsia (fig. 18, H):-
What little is known about the -gonads in this group indi-
cates that they have pursued their own line of evolutLm quite 
independently of that of the In3ecta. lt is not possible to 
indicate thl) stagep, in its devel-opment very closely, but an 
exaxnination of the female reproductive organs in the more 
primitive groups ought i;o afford some evidence of it. In 
tbe ibcst-known form, ScolopendTa, the whole of the original 
are fused together to form an elongated Ringle organ 
(fig. lR, H). 'J',his organ ·lies in the middle .line, below the 
alimentary canal and ahJve the ·central nervous system. Its 
form appears to be correlatod with the great elongation and 
na:rrowing of the animal's hody. The gonopnrcs open to-
gether on the last segment; the extension bade-
wards from the original position on tbe preanal segment has 
been 'by the formation of a ectoder-
mal portion ·of the ducts, to tho entry of the two ac-
C(•ssory g1ands (fig. 18, ll, dotted ; or, alterna-
tively, tho true anal c;egment may be vestigial, as in most 
lm;ecta. 
Before leaving thic: subject cf tho reproduetive system, 
it will be as well to say a few words about the Crustacea. 
In this Class in general, the gonopores may open in any P'Jsi-· 
tion fr,om the fint to the nineteenth somite. The 
p8~.terior position is, 'lYlwever, very unusnal, and is only to 
be: found in certain Branchiopoda in which a very large addi-
ticm of scmites has taken place. Such types, of course, do 
not enter into the discussion o:f: the origin of lnsc-:~ta in any 
ease. All the types of CTusl:acea which can poss"ibly cmne 
into the discussion a~-e cla.ss"ifiable as 1Jrogoneate types, in 
< untm.st with the Insecta. l'vf·oreover, no.ne of, thom shows 
the primitive segmental arrangemient .of gonads required of 
the ancestor of the Insecta. Take, :for instance, the Syn-
earida. In this group the ovaries form an elongate mass 
running from the posterior part of the thorax into the abdo-
men; the oviducts open on the inner faces ·Of the coxopo-
1,' 
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<lites of the sixth pair of thoracic limbs. The testes are 
long slender tu!be.s with their vasa deferentia opening on the 
sternal surface ,of the last thoracic s-omite. Thus in the 
Syncarida the gonopore.s of the female belong to the sixth 
postcephalic s-omite, those of the male t-o the eighth! 
In order, then, for the Syncarida to lbe the ancestral 
group to the Tthysanura, it is nocessary to postulate a lost 
type of Syncarid .in which ~the g,onopores of the two sexes 
were placed much farther back; to wit,. in the female, no less 
than five .segments baek, ·and in the male, four! 'l'here is not 
the slightest evidence that such a type ever existed; whereas 
there is .plenty of evidence that both progoneate and opis-
thogoneat~e types ,of terrestrial Arthr·opoda arose fr,om a 
single stem. 
One is not surprised that no a:dv.o·cate for the Crustacean 
origin of Insects has ever yet been bold enough to mention 
the gonads! 
As for ~the Trilobites, nothing whatever is known about 
their reproductive system, so it is idle to speeulate. Prohahly 
their gonads remained segmental, with many paired gono-
pores. T:hey were certainly quite primitive enough to have 
been possible ancestors of almost any group of higher Arth-
ropoda; but we have already seen that Handlirseh's method 
of filling in the intermediate stages is not ~acceptable, and 
there does not appear to be any other suggestion worth con-
sidering. 
The Ony;chophora are already almost as highly specialis-
ed opisthogoneate types as the Chilopoda. Therefore no 
Peripatoid type can possilbly have :been the ancestor of sueh 
a form .as Japyx, whkh has retained segmental gonads. Un-
less some evidence can be brought forward giving a dired 
evolutionary connection between Onyc'hophora and primitive 
Myriopodan types, it would appear to be useless to bring them 
into the argument at all. 
We may reasonably eonclude this .stage of our argument 
>by presenting .a ,g.omewhat diagrammatie ".phylogenetic tree" 
emJbodying the eombined results of our analysis of the evolu-
tion of the body-segmentation, ·of the walking-leg, and of the 
reproductive system. It would be almost impossi'ble to in-
dicate, in a single diagram, the evolution of a tseries of 
groups based on the study of these three characters, if 
it were not that they reinforce one another in a very com-
plete manner. The resu'lt is to be seen in fig. 19. 
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Pig. 19. Phylogeny of the Insecta according to the New Theory. 'l'he 
thwk, arrowed lines indicate the courses of evolution. The type of 
oSegmental development and form of walking-leg are indicated in vertical 
columns on either side of the phylogenetic tree. 
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We have now set out the main lines of our new theory, 
and must proceed to test it along the same lines that I have 
indicated for existing theDries. That is to say, we must 
cons·ider the various systems of internal organs, the emlbry-
ology and the •geDIDgical record of the groups under con-
sideration, and see how far the evolutionary record in each 
case either supports or confiiets with the theory. 
THE RicSPIRATORY SYSTEM. 
This is considered first because it appears to !be, next 
to the segmentation and appendages, the system which has 
already given rise to mDst discussiDn. 
Generally speaking, marine Arthr·opods •breathe by 
means ,o:f external gills, which may, or may not, be second-
arily covered for .protection, while terrestrial Arthr·opods 
breathe !by means of an internal system of trachere or air-
tubes, developed from invaginations of the ectoderm. No-
body would to-day, as far as I know, postulate a single great 
monophyletic group Branchiata for all the gill-bearing forrns. 
On the other hand, Versluys (1014-1922) has resurrected 
the old group Tracheata for all the tracheate forms, and 
claims that it is a monophyletic group. Let us examine the 
position afres•h. 
How far is Versluys justified in his contention'? 
I have indicated, in my criticism of Versluys' TheoTy, 
that it would appear that he has made out a good case for 
the tenestrial Arachnida ·being actually more primitive than 
the marine forms. At fi.rst sight, the geological rec·ord 
would appear to .deny this. But we have to remember that 
f·ossil records ·Of land animals living before the Lower De-
vonian are extremely scarce, so that it is f·air to assume that 
we know relatively little of what terrestrial J.ife was like 
during the Cambrian and pre·-CamJbrian periods. The dis-
C{JVery of an ·abundant fossil fauna of Acarina in the Lower 
Dev·onian peat-bogs, ass<Ociated with small Crusta·cea and also 
with true Collembola, should make us pause before asserting 
that the geological record is against V<)rsluys. For the 
Acarina are undoubtedly very highly :specialised; they stand 
above the epimorphic groups of terrestrial Amchnida and 
are remarlmble for having undergone ·considerable rc"duction 
both in the larval and adult conditions. The loss of a:bdom· 
inal segmentation, of demareation between ·cephalothorax and 
a:bdomen, and specialisation Df mouth-parts, are all specialised 
adult charaders, while the secondary reduction of the larval 
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legs to three pairs (proved by the embryonie development 
of four pairs in at least one primitive form) is a specialisa-
tion unparalleled within the Class. 
But when Versluys wishes to assert that the Arachnid 
tracheal .system arose mDnophyletically with that of other 
terrestrial Arthropods, I disagree with him entirely. This 
a•ssertion involves the evolution of all types of Arthropod 
tracheation from that of Onychophora, which is, to me, un-
thinkable. 
Let us, first o·f all, dear the ground, by removing from 
the argument all obviously .seco.ndarily derived structures, 
whether of trachere or gills. In this category come-
(a) all tracheal gills developed in variDus groups of 
Insect larvre, and 
(ib) aU so--called "tracheal systems" developed in ter-
restrial groups of Crustacea, such as the Oniscoid 
Isopod a. 
As regards (a), the fact that all these gills contain trache::e 
is definite proof o:f their secondary nature, and is incidentally 
pro<Of that all groups that possess such organs are secondar·· 
ily aquatic and not prirnarily s·o. As regards (b), it is clear 
that, morphologically, these structures are in the nature of 
pseudotraehere and n"Jt trachere, and the fact that they an~ 
borne on the exopodites of the pleopods, which are obviously 
marine developments, is as strong a proof of .their secondary 
nature as is .the possession of trachere in the gills of aquatic 
insect ·larvre. 
Thus we dispose of two points, viz.:-
(1) 
(2) 
The oecurrence of aquatic insect larvm with tra-
.cheal gills does not prove that the insects were 
aquatic in origin, but reinforces the !belief that 
they were terrestrial. 
The supposed "tracheal .system" of Oniseoidea il3 
not only no proof of the origin of Insecta from 
Crust·ace.a, but is definitely against it; for it is 
o:bvi.ous that no Insect tracheal system has been 
developed from such a system as is f·ound in the 
Oniscoidea. 
Now there are clearly three main systems of respiration 
within the Arthropoda, viz.:---
(1) thr·ough the cuLicle, 
(2) by means of gills, and 
(3) lby means of trachere. 
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Primitive forms are known, both marine and terre,strial, 
which breathe directly through the cuti:cle. The primitive· 
gill of a marine Arthropod is a specialised outgrowth of: 
the cuticle, either from part of: a somite, or part of an ap-· 
pendage. It is therefore of: the nature of an evagination 
designed to increase the amount of: permeable surface pre-
sented to the oxygen-carrying medium, i.e., salt-water. In 
the case of: an appendage, further advantage is gained by the 
ability to wave it to and fro. The primitive trachea, as seen 
in the Onychophora, for example, is an invagination of the 
cuticle, designed to increase the amount of permeable sur-
face and also to bring the air into closer contact with the 
v·arious internal organs in need of oxy.gen. One need scarce-
ly be surprised that, in the case ·of an animal with such a 
soft cuticle as Peripatus, no definite segmental arrangement 
of the tmcheal system was evolved. 
It should be clear, then, that there is no more necGssity 
to demand a monophyletic origin of all tmeheate Arthro-
poda from an original tracheate form than there is to de-
mand a monophyletic origin of all gill-bearing marine forms 
from a single gill-bearing marine type. On the other hand, 
there is p1enty of evidence available to show that the original 
terrestrial types of Arthropod .possessed no tra:chere at all, 
but simply breathed through their cuticle. 
The Collemlbola, which, on my new theory, are the most 
primitive of all Insects, and, in some ways, notably in their 
protomorphism, more primitive than any existing Myriopoda, 
are entirely without trachere except in the case of the highly 
specialised family Smint•huridre, in which a single pair of 
trachere occurs in t·he head region. I submit that, if Collem-
hola were descended from traeheate forms, any type which 
now -possessed a tracheal system would not have been the 
most highly specialised type, but one of the more primitive 
forms; nor would the trachere have been in the head, but 
in some .segment which would have clearly indic·ated a re-
duction from the original postcephalk segmental system, as 
exhibited, for instance, in the more primitive Thysanura or 
Pterygota. 
The Pauropoda have no traeheal system either. Here 
again we are dealing with a group which, on my new theory, 
is eX"tremely ar,chaic, :being as old, almost, on the progoneate 
side, as the Gollembola are on the opistho~oneate side. 
The tracheal system of Dipiopoda, with its tufts of fine 
tubules passing inwards from each spiracle, does not appear 
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to be monophyletic with that of the Insecta or of the Chilo~­
poda. 
The tracheal .system of the Chilopoda may have origin-
ated from the same stem as that of the T.hysanura, or it 
may have arisen independently. Its highest expression, in 
the Schizotarsia, is of a type without parallel in any of the 
higher Insecta, where the tendency, indeed, is strongly to--
wards reduction of the tracheal system. 
The Protura possess a tracheal system with thoracic 
spiracles only. This is quite in line with my theory if we 
consider that the most primitive Insecta had no trachere, the 
intermediate anamorphic types only a partially developed 
(thoracic) .system, and the higher types, 'I'hysanura and 
Pterygota, a much more complete system. 
It is still quite permissible to argue that the tracheal 
Bystem ·of the Campodeid~.e is a reduction from a more com-
plete system present in the ancestral Thysanuran. Indeed, 
on my new theory, this is more pro:balble than that the Cam-
podeidre show a primitive system comparablr• with that of 
Protum. For the series J apygidre-Projapygidre-Campodeidm 
is, on my new theory of the evolution of the reproductive 
org•ans, a complete reduction series, and the presence of two 
thoracic and one abdominal pairs of spiracles in Anajapyx 
points in exactly the same direction. 
On the other hand, I would regard the tracheal system 
of the Symphyla as extremely primitive, and as one of the 
very first attempts to develop a tracheal system of the Diplo-
pod type, with numerous fine tubules not anastomising with-
in the body. In this, as in many other charaders, I con-
sider the Symphyla to be much more primitive than the Cam-
podeidre. It is evident that there has been a considerable 
amount of convergence between the two groups, giving a 
!mperficial appearance of much closer relationship than 
really exists. 
When we turn to the marine series, we find small, pri-
mitive types of Crustacea without any special gill-formation, 
Imt breathing only through the cuticle. In the higher types, 
especially in the Malacostraca. the gill-series is of high com<· 
plexity. Particularly we must take account of the gills of 
Syncarida, as these :have been considered as pos.sible ances-
tors of the Insecta. In this group, the gills are provided on 
the epipodites of the thoracic legs, and show a progressive 
reduction from the .primitive Anaspididre, through the Koo-
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nungidre to the Bathynellidre. There can be little doulbt that 
the .last-named family is the most debased and speda'lised 
of the Syncarida, hoth on acc·ount of reduction of its ap-
pendages and also in its remarkable habits of .riving. So, 
then, if we are to derive the Insecta from Syncarida, we must 
picture them as having passed from marine to estuarine 
waters, thence to fresh-water rivers, thence to cave·-waters 
and wells as Bat.hynellid-like forms; thence they must have 
emerged as cave-dwellers in the form of Machilidre, with the 
vestiges of their original gills still in the form of coxal 
styles! Obviously a most fascinating theory, but scarcely 
a convincing one! The only position to which I am willing 
to relegate it is one in which the Syncarida must be con-
sidered as the ancestors of the whole Myriopod-Insectan com-
plex, and I am afraid that this would take the ancestor too 
:far back, both geologically and as regards its segmentation, 
to keep it within practical considerations. If any worker in 
these fields eonsiders that there is a good case f.or a Syncarid 
ancestry of Inseets, then such a theory must take a definitely 
opposed stand to my new theory of the protomorphic origin of 
Inseets and Myriopods, and must regard forms like Gollem-
bola and Paur·opoda as having evolved from ancestors having 
the exact segmentation of Syncarids. This, I venture to sug-
gest, would be extremely difficult to maintain. 
Further, any supporter of the Syncarid or, more gen-
erally, the Crustacean origin d Insects must admit my argu-
ment in favour o.f the Ins<"cts having evolved from types 
without a tracheal .system. But this, again, throws them 
back on a consideration of Collembola and Pauropoda as 
very primitive types, and places them somewhat on the horns 
of a dilemma. 
THE ALIMENTARY SYSTI<1M. 
A very simple evolutionary line oan lbe established for 
the ·digestive system of Onychophora, Myriopoda, and In-
seeta. In Per·ipatus, the encl-odermal region, or mid-gut, oc-
cupies most of the length of the digestive tu:be, while short 
ectodGrmal portions, covered with an extremly fine chitinous 
cuticle, form the fore-gut anteriorly and the hind-gut pos-
teriorly. This type of digestive tube persists in the Myrio-
poda, with a tendency towards slight lengthening (lf the 
fore- and hind-guts at the expense of the mid-gut. In the 
Insects the mid-gut region becomes further shortened, and 
the lengthened regions of fore- :and hind-gut tend towards 
differentiation of parts, which, however, vary greatly accord-
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ing to the group of insects under consideration, and the type 
of food consumed. In primitive Insects, there is never any 
development of an ectodermal stomach or gizzard, of the type 
found in Crustacea. 
In the Crusta·cea, from the earliest types onwards, there 
is a marked shortening o:f the mid-gut region and a high 
:stage o:f development of the fore-gut. 'l'he latter becomes 
<~:!ifferentiated into the cesophagus and stomach, or gizzard, 
the latter :being developed within the head; and there is a 
marked bend in the course of the cesophagus upwards and 
:forwards into the head before reaching the stomach. 
If, then, the Inseeta are deriv·ed from Crustacea, the 
·whole of this important development of the fore-gut must 
have ·become degraded and then must have entirely disap-
peared! Not a trace of it is left, in any primitive Insect. 
Further, in Crustacea there is developed, :from the an .. 
terior po·rtion of the mid-gut in the embryo, a voluminous 
set of hepatic creca, or a liver. This type of organ is also 
quite unknown in the Insecta. The corresponding portion 
of the embryonic mid-gut in Insects has been proved only 
to develop up to a certain point, and the two glandular 
po,ckets formed by it are only transitory structures and 
soon disappear. One would certainly expect to find a greater 
development of the liver, if Insects are derived from any 
group .o:f higher Crustacea, though the ,condition found is not 
incompatible with a derivation from some eariy type of 
proto-Crustacean, such a.s the Nauplioid ancestor already 
postulated. 
The evidence would point strongly to a close relationship 
of Myriopoda and Insecta, with a possible, lbut lby no means 
certain, derivation from Onychophoroid forms; any relation-
ship indicated with Crustacea is seen to be,. by comparison, 
a much more distant one. 
THE ExcrmTORY SYSTEM. 
In the Crustacea the most important exeretory organs 
are the paired antennary and maxillary glands. 1'he former 
open at the base of the second antennre. In B.ranchiopoda, 
they develop ilefore the maxillary glands, and :function during 
larval life; they then atrophy, and their function is taken on 
by the m)axiilary g.lands. They become the "green glands" 
of the Decapoda. The maxillary glands open at the base 
of the first maxillre; in Decapoda, they sometimes precede 
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the antennary glands in functioning, thus reversing the order 
found in the Branchiopoda. In this latter group they be-
come the "shell-glands." 
In the Syncarida, a single pair of excretory glands is 
well developed behind the mandibles. These would appear 
to be homo.logous with the maxillary glands of other Crus-
tacea, but their ducts have not yet :been traced with cer-
tainty. 
No Cn<stacertn is known with nny trace of Malpighicm 
t·abules. 
The ess~ntial eXlcretory organs of terrestrial Arthropoda 
(exclusive of the Onychophora, which still retain the ne-
phridia of Annelids) are known as Malpigh.Van tubules. They 
occur in terrestrial Arachnida, in Myriopoda, both Progo-
neata and Opist'hogoneata, and in Insecta. Those of Arach-· 
nida are shown by embryology to be special developments 
of the endoderm, and form diverticula of the hinder end 
of the mid-gut. Those of Myriopoda and Insecta agree in 
being of ectodermal origin, and form diverticula of the an-
terior portion of the hind--gut. Thus it is· only in the Myrio-
poda and Inseeta, amongst all the groups of Arthropoda, that 
true ectodermal Malpighian tubules are developed. 
There could scarcely ·be a more striking testimony to 
the essentially dose relationship between Myriopoda and 
Insecta than this. 
If it be objected that certain Insecta, e.g., Japyx, do not 
possess Malpighian tubules, and that, therefore, they must 
be regarded as organs specially developed within the Class, 
I would reply that I have myself dissected Heterojapyx and 
have found there a set of six short diverticula at the an-
terior end of the hind-gut. These are evidently Malpighian 
tulbules in a reduced form. ·Probably a transverse sectioning 
of the same region in Japyx would reveal their presence. 
Silvestri (1905) has -demonstrated the presence of six 
short Malpighian tubules in the family Projapygidm (Ana-
japyx). The Protura also have .six very short ones, in the 
f·orm of small ,papillm. T:he Campodeidm have sixteen very 
short tubules, but the Thy.sanura Ectotrophica have them 
well develo·ped though variable in number. The Collembola 
alone do not possess them and apparently have never pos-
sessed them at all; these forms carry on their e:x:cretion, ap-
parently, entirely through the cuticle. 
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In the Myriopoda, the Pauropoda agree with the Col-· 
lemlbola in possessing no Malpighian tubules. The Symphyla 
have two, well-developed; the Chilopoda and Schizotarsia 
two to four; the Diplopoda are apparently variable, but with 
not more than four. 
It would thus appear that Malpighian tubules probably 
developed in the common ancestor of Myriopoda and Insecta 
at a stage later than the differentiation of the two most 
primitive groups, CollembO'la and Pauropoda. 
This does not in itself definitely disprove an ultimate 
orig-in of /both groups from some very. primitive form of Crus-
tacea, such as the hypothetical N auplioid ancestor. But it 
appears to me t-o be much opposed to the theory of descent 
from any of the hig-her Crustacea, more parti-cularly. as not 
only the antennary glands of the latter Class, but also the 
appendages connected with them, are nowhere to be :found 
in the Insecta. Small maxillary glands are known to exist 
in CoHembola and Pr·otura, but they do not exercise an ex-
cretory function. 
THE CIRCULATORY SYSTI<;M, 
In all Arthropoda the heart is an elongated dorsal 
vessel, supported by segmentally arranged .alary muscles and 
having paired segmental ostia with valves to allow only. in-
gress and not egress af the blood. This dorsal organ lies in 
the thorax and abdomen, and opens by means of the dorsal 
aorta into the head. In Insecta and most Myriopoda there 
are no closed 'Circulatory vessels beyond the heart and dorsal 
aorta. Some of the higher Myriopoda, however, e.g., Chilo-
poda and Schizotarsia, have a well-developed arterial forma-
tion. In the Insecta and the lower groups of Mydopoda, the 
blood for the most part circulates in an open hremocoele o-r 
blood-cavity, and only its f-orward dorsal movement is con-
trolled by the heart and aorta. This type of circulatory sys-
tem must be regarded as quite primitive, and closely re~ 
semlbling that of the Onychophora; probably the evolution o.f 
the tracheal system robbed the blood of a large share o:f one 
of its chief functions, that of oxygenation of the tissues, and 
thus prevented further development of the closed circula-
tory system. 
Arterial development is found to a greater or less· degree 
in most types of Crustacea, and it is dear that types like 
the Br.anchiopoda and Sy.ncarida, not to mention the higher 
Malacostra-ca, are far in advance of the Insecta in their cir-
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culatory ,systems. In Bnthynella the short heart is reduced 
to a position in the fourth thoracic somite. Other Syncarida 
also have the heart shortened, and this can even 'be seen 
to ,some extent in th~ more primitive Leptostraca. On this 
ground alone it would appear impossi:ble to derive the Insecta 
or Myriopoda from any of the higher Crustacea. 
The evidence points to the early forms of Myriopoda and 
Insecta having had a very primitive form of circulatory sys-
tem, and their descendants having preserved this primitive 
type with little modification beyond increase or decrease of 
the number of se!S'mental divisions of the heart. Gollembola 
have a six-chambered heart, the divisions being in the second 
to seventh postcephalic somites. It seems proba'ble that the 
anal and preanal somites originally did not develop such 
chambers and that the dorsal aorta originally belonged to 
the first postcephaUc somite. Thus the type of heart found 
in Collembola may be the exact ancestral type. With the 
evolution of anamorphic types, the number of chambers 
would be increased. 'rhe probable maxi!mum development in 
the Insecta is that found in Periplaneta, where the heart 
is said to have no less than thirteen 'chambers. Most of 
the Pterygo:ta, however, have less than this, the usual num-
ber being seven to ten, while there are instances of reduction 
to three, or even to a single chamber. 
THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM. 
There is little to gain from a study of the central ner-
vous system in the groups under discussion. It is evident 
that this system shows a wider divergence in passing from 
the more primitive to the higher type,s of Crustacea than it 
does in the Myriopoda and the Lower Insecta. In the lower 
Crustacea the two longitudinal nerve-cords are wider apart, 
the connectives better developed, and the component ganglia 
of the .suboesophageal complex more distinct than in any In-
sect type. By the time that the Malacostraca are reached, 
however, the evolution appears to 'have passed beyond that 
of the lower Insecta; the longitudinal cords are well fused 
together, the ,connectives obliterated,. and the suboesophageal 
ganglion has begun to incorporate within itself the more an-
terior of the thoracic ganglia. How far this process has gone 
in Syncarida it does not appear possible to determine. Of 
Parabathynella, Caiman (1917) states that "the central ner-
" vous system is remarkably bulky in comparison with the 
"other organs. The ventral nerve~cord shows some de-
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"gree of longitudinal concentration (not very fully de-
" scribed), and the ganglia are indistinctly defined :from the 
"connectives." 
The higher Insects, of course, ,develop an extreme concen .. 
tration of the central nervous system and a more complex 
brain than can be found anywhere within the Crustacea. 
THE SENSE ORGANS. 
·we need only consider here the eyes and the antennm. 
(1) The Eyes :---'I'he Arthropod eye began as a pit-like 
depression in the ectoderm, from which there was evolved a 
type of simple eye similar to that found in rmany Myriopoda 
ancl aJ.s,J in the Iarwe of son1e Insects. This simple type, 
ealled an ocellus, has the .hypoderm layer composed still of 
a single layer of cells, but those that border the pit 'become 
differentiated into vitnlous-body cells and retinal cells, the 
latter secrBting- rods. 'I'hc lens is formed simply by thicken-· 
ing of the cuticle over N1e pit.* 
From this simple typ<e we can derive all the types of 
compound eyes found in Arthropoda. I have already con--
~idered the problem o,f the evolution of this organ in Arthro-
poda, in dealing with Vcrsluys' Theory (p. 26) and can only 
repeat my conclusion that compound eyes have been form£d 
at lea:st four times within the Phylum, independently of 
1Jlle another, viz., in the Myriopoda (Scutigera), in the In-
secta, in the Crustacea (primitively a stalked type), and in 
the Arachnida. 
(2) The Antennm:-A compariso;l of the antennffi of 
tho Onychop'hora, Myriopoda, and Insecta appears to indi-
cate very clearly the line of evolution of these organs. Prob-· 
1!'bly originally a pair of unst"gmented .processes, they first of 
all became annulated. In that stage, with {lilly slight elonga-
tion, they are to be seen in Peripatus to-day. Right at the 
very base' of the Myriopod--Insectan stem they would appear 
to have ev-olved into a higher type, in which the annuli 
had !become definite segments. Only the basal segment, or 
,;cape, receives the insertion of the antcmnary muscles. 'l'he 
primitive number of segments would appear to have !been only 
three, viz., scape, pedicel, and distale. 'l',he earliest known 
fossil Inseda, viz., the Lower Devonian Gollembola, have ,the 
*Except in the Onychophora, where it is a separate body below the 
cuticle. 
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distale indistinctly divided into two subsegments, thus fore-
shadowing the norn:lal Gollembolan development of four seg-
ments. 
'f,he four-.segmented condition ,must also have been the 
original one for the ancestors of Progoneata; for we find 
in the PaurO'poda that the .antennao have four simple seg-
ments surmounted by two which both spring from the fourth, 
thus furnishing the only example in the whole of the Myri-
opod-Insectan series of a truly 1bira:mous antenna! In Diplo-
poda two segments are added in series, making six in line as 
the basic type for this group--more being added in the high-
er forms. 
The eondiHo.n of the antennre in Pauropoda has not yet, 
as far as I am aware, bGen advanced by any author as evi·· 
dence of descent frDm Crustacea; howbeit, we may be sure 
that, if the Pauropoda had been Insecta, it would have been 
so advanced. Let us examine such a claim to see how much 
it is worth. 
The antennules or first antennre of Syncarida consist 
normally of three we!I-developed basal segments followed by 
two rami; the internal ramus is well developed, and is in 
the form of a flagellum with many annular .segments; the 
external ramus is shorter .and composed of few segments. In 
the Bathynellidre the internal ramus is shortened to five seg-
ments, while the external ramus is a mere stump. The sec-
•ond antennre are .somewhat like the first, ibut the externa.] 
ramus is never well developed; it may be formed of a single 
well-developed seg~ment, or be reduced to a stump ·or scale. 
In the Pauropoda, the whole of the antenna is held in a 
position transverse to the body axis. The Syncarida have 
the first two segments pointed forward and the remainder 
transverse. 
To develop the Pauropod type of antenna from that of 
the Syncarida one would have to assume that the ancestral 
form was even more degraded than Bathynella. Both 
internal and external rami would be reduced to a single 
segment; but, incidentally, an additional basal segment must 
have become developed, for the rami of the Pauropod an-
tenna arise from the fourth, not the third segment. 
Admitting that this might have happened, we have 
then to fa.ce the fact that in no other character do the Pauro-
poda approach the Syncarida. The anamorphic development 
of the Pauropoda and the fact that, even in ·the adult form, 
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their segmentation does not agree with that of the Syncarida, 
must surely put them dean out of court as a possible con-
necting link with Crustacea. 
In the Protura the antennm appear to have been lost. 
'l'his is noteworthy as indicating that these organs were 
probably very short in the hypothetical proto-Proturan an-
costar. Many Insect larvre have the antennre so short that 
1ittle more is needed for complete suppression. In many of 
the higher Insecta and Myriopoda, however, a Iong an-
tenna or "feeler" is develDped, with very numerous flagel-
lar segments, all originally evidently annulations of the single 
elongated distale or its primary sUibdivisions. 
There would appear, then, to be no evidence whatever 
for ·the derivation of the Insect antenna from the first an-
tenna of Crustacea, and a great deal o·f evidence to show 
that it was never anything hut a uniramous appendage 
;dmilar to a primitive leg. 
(3) The Second Antennm:-'fhe only types of Crusta-
cea in which these are lost are certain Branchiopoda and 
Oniscoid Isopoda. N olbody, however, proposes to derive the 
Insecta from such types. 'l',he entire absence of these organs, 
which are of great importance in the Crustacea, is a grave 
difficulty which must be overcome .before any theory of the 
origin of Insecta from Crustacea can be acceptable. 
EMBRYOLOGY. 
None of the theories so far put forward concerning 
the origin of the Glass Insecta appear to have taken into 
account the evidence fr·om Embry.ology. It is clear, how-
ever, that an acceptable theory must not do violence to the 
established facts in the embryology of the groups concerned 
which bear definitely on the course of evolution. For that 
reas,on, I shall content myself with a study of two outstand-
ing points in the embryology of Insects and related groups, 
and shall try to discover how they ·bear on theories of their 
origin:-
(1) The Evolution of the Cmlo1ne :-The Arthropoda 
in .general are remarkable for the great reduction of the sec-
ondary Q1ody-cavity or cmlome, which makes way fa.r an en-
tirely different type of cavity called the hmmocmle, developed 
by the shrinking apart of ectoderm from end·oderm, the space 
between being filled with blood. This reduction must be re-
garded as fundamental for Arthropoda; for it is seen to be 
already in quite an advanced stage in the Onychophora. In 
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this group the original cavities of the mesodermal somites 
divide into dorsal and latera-ventral portions. From the 
walls o·f the dorsal .portions are fanned the .Jateral walls of 
the heart and the pericardia! septum, while, below these, in 
certain .s·omites only, another portion persists and gives rise 
to the gonads. The latera-ventral portions •become the ex--
cretory organs or nephridia. 
Now, both in Myriopoda and in Insecta, the portion of 
the ccelome forming the nephridia degenerates; but the dor-
sal portion ~behaves very much as in Peripatus. 'The chok-
ing-up o:f the primitive ccelome is also to a large extent 
!brought about by the formation of the voluminous fat-body 
±'rom the cells of its inner wall. 
The j"nt-bo<iy reaches :an enormous development in many 
of the larvm of Holometabolous Insects. It is a development 
erd:irely confined to Myriopoda nnd Insecta. It may, thel'l, 
rightly be claimed as strong evidence of the essential unity 
of origin of the two groups, as :set ·out in my new theory. 
When we turn to the Crustacea, we fmd a eomplete ab-
;~c~nco of the development of a fat-hody, "together with an even 
more ma rkecl degradation of the original ccelome. Correlat-
ed with this is the higher development of the hremoccele 
wii.h its definite arterial and venous systems. 
It would not :be easy to establish the possibility of the 
evolution of the condition of the coelome and hrem,;ccele as 
found in the Insecta and Myriopoda from even a primitive 
typo of Crustacean. Evolution from any higher type, such 
as the ~3yncarida, becomes even more difrieult t·o imagine, 
and I think we can safely claim that the evidence afforded 
by the em:bryology of the coelome is opposed to it. 
(2) The foTrnntion of the emb·ryonic en·velopes (arn-
n·ion amd seTosa) :--In the embryology of all Insecta so far 
examined, from the primitive Machilis and Lepisrnn right 
up to the hi~hest Pterygota, the emlbryonic area becomes 
invag:inated into the yolk. The opening of this invagina-
tion ic; called the nrnniotic pore. In Machilis it remains 
larg(c: in Lepisrna it is small but remains open; in the higher 
Inseda it becomes completely dosed. The inner limb of the 
fold forms the inner embryo.nic membrane or amnion; the 
·outer forms the outer embryonie membrane or serosa. As the 
invagination is not eompletely closed in -such a type as 
Mfwhilis, the amnion cells -come to cover the posterior half 
of the egg as well as the immersed em!bryo, while the serosa 
cells cover the anterior half of the egg. 
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Tlw formation of these embryonic enYclopes is almost 
unique within the Arthropoda. But in the Myriopoda 
there is found a condition c1osely analogous 
to that found in Mnchilis. The area ibecomcs in-
folded into the yolk; ~but this infolding is only temporary, 
and strai.ghtens out again when most of the yolk has been 
t.he anteriorly si.tuat-
situated amnion and 
so-·called dorsal OTpan. In 
cd scro.sa 1~ives way to the 
decreases in size i;o form the 
ScolopendTn there is an analogous lbut less marked formation 
of a corresponding dorsal organ, in the neck region of the 
embryo; this may rightly be regarded as the first rudiment 
of a true serosa. 
N·othing resmnbling the above processes is to :be found 
in the Crustacea. ·we must th;)refore conclude that, on the 
evidence, the are most closely related to the an-
cestral type of Insecta. If the Insecta have been derived 
from any type of Crustacea, then it would appear inevitable, 
on the evidence of the omhryology, that the lVIyriopoda 
were also derived with them !by a common ancestor. 
THE GEOLOGICAl, RrcCORU. 
IV" c mnst preface this section with the remark, which 
is, of {~mll'se, a truism, that we .are here dealing with an in-
c-omplete record. But, although admittedly incomplete, our 
knowledge -of fossil Arthropoda, and more particularly of fos-
sil Insects, has progressed very greatly during the past 
twenty years. Table H is an ·attempt to present this know-
ledge in a form that ean be easily assimilated. 
In order to aid our understanding of the Taible, let us 
picture to ourselves the primitive P.alm·o2loic worJ.d which 
was the seat of our evolutionary drama. Admittedly long 
before the dawn ·of .the Cambrian Peri·od the seas were filled 
with living things; marine animals, at any rate, had reach-
eel a high degree of complexity in the Lower Cambrian, Ter-
re:;trial forms came later. l~xcept for the highly probable 
oceunence of Onychophora (Aysheaia), there are no ter-
rc"trial Arthropod groups represented in the record until 
the Scorpions appear in .the late Ordovician. Closely fol-
lowing thes-e appear, in the Lower Devonian, Diplopoda be-
knging to extinct groups, CoHembola and Acarina very 
scmilar to existing forms, and perhaps also Thysanura. 
c 
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TABLI<: H. 
GeoLOGICAL REcorm. 
I 
GROUP. I CAlV!BRJAN. 
---~---_/ 
ANNJGLIDA I X 
ONYCHOPHORA: x? 
TJULOBITA 
CRUSTACJDA 
lV!P:lWSTOLV1ATA 
'fEHHJ1~STHIAL 
ARACHNIDA 
DIPLOPODA 
CHILOPODA 
I X. 
X······ .... , 
X 
(x Present.) 
X. 
X. 
'Winged Insects, however, which of all insect forms are much 
the most likely to be preserved as do not appear until 
the Upper Carboniferous. Even if this record is not com-
plete, and the Pterygote insects really existed in tho Middle 
or Lower to me it seems quite impossible to 
,'onceive that they existed in the Lower Devonian, whrm 
there were no trees on the earth at all, and only a few ·of the 
first primitive vascular plants had :beg:m to ap-
pear on the land. One can conceive of form:s like 
living under rocks in a primitive world where f;:mgi, algm, and 
such-like simple plant-forms were the only vegetative cover-
ing; one can admit that Scorpions may have lurked in the 
Thysanura m"y have Tlm or jumped about there, 
and Gollemrbola and Acarina may have worked away amongst 
the debris as they do to-day. But it seems hardly possible to 
admit the PLerygota to a place in the Lower Devonian land-
scape! 
Let us admit, then, that the discovery of Collembola in 
the Lower Devonian peat-bogs has dealt a hard blow at 
that part of Handlirsch's Theory whieh would make the vari .. 
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1,us groups of Aptcrygota degraded sidr,-branchcs :from an 
older Pterygote stem. Tb is part of Handlirseh's The·Jry 
must fail 1bccause it does violence to the known geological 
record. vVe must, of course, recognise, in justice to the tal-
ented author himself, that Handlirseh did not know of these 
Devonian fossils, which were only worked out nearly twenty 
years after he first pliblished his theory. Further, the new 
'(.aets appear to me t·,1 'he fatal to the whole of Handl!rsch's 
Theory, since, to be at all lugical, it demands that the winged 
insects must have preceded the wingless :forms. 
Almost any other theory would ;be tenable on the gco .. 
logical record. 'The Myriopoda go back as far as the begin .. 
nings of the; Insecta; the Onychophora proibably well beyond 
them. The marine Crustaeca are so ancient that even com-
highly organised forms like the Syncarida wen; 
well represented in the Carboniferous, and quite probably 
in the Dev,onian there is not much of a 
marg-in here for dcrivution of Imeets from Syncarida or 
Leptostraca; ,but we must not press this too hard, because 
we still have a very imperfect fossil record of these g-roups. 
Thus the sole definite conclusion that we appear cmtitled 
to draw from the geological record is that the Pterygota were 
the latest and most .highly organised of all the groups of 
Arthropoda, and that Apterygote forms most certainly pre-· 
ceded them. 
SUMMARY OF THJ<; CHAllACTE;ns OF TH!" J:-lYPOTH!~TlCAL 
PROTOMORI'HIC ANCESTOR" 
( 1) Exter-nal 1l.f orphology :--·B-ody composed of at mas! 
fifteen somites plus telson. Of these, five belonged to the 
head and ten to the abdomen, but the first abdc.minal somite 
!became added to the head before the Symphyla and the :first 
true Insecta branched off. 
Head segments fused into a capsule. Third segment (in-
tercalary) already degraded and without appendages. Only 
simple eyes present. A single pair of short antennre, prob-
ably with only three segments (scape, pedicel, and distale). 
Mandifbles with at most only two segments. Maxillm formed 
from simple walking-legs with gnathobases developed. Super-
lingum and hypopharynx well developed, indicating an even 
more primitive ancestral stage, in which the head was com-
posed of only fmtr segments and the mouth was closed pos-
teriorly by these organs, and not by any segmental append-
ages. 
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or postcephalon, with each segment <:arrying 
a pair of simple walking-logs, except the last,* in which these 
appendages were directed backwards as cerci. Each leg with 
only four segments, viz., coxa, trochanter, :femur, and tibia-
tarsus. The eerci were probably one-segmeutr"d processes, 
as in Symphyla and J apygidce. 
Hospiration was carried out through the integument, 
which was composed ·of very soft chitin. 
The reproductive organs consisted of probably only t1ve 
pairs ·of segmental gonads, each opening :by a duet at the 
base of its corresponding appendage; these were on the 
fourth to eighth postcephalic somites. 
The alimentary canal eonsisted of a simple, straight tub~), 
with short fore." and bind-gut regions and a considerably 
longer mid-gut, without diverticula. Small p.ockets, prob-
ably originally two only, at the anterior cmd of the hind.gut, 
served for lodgment of uric acid crystals and formed the 
rudiments of the :future Malpighian tubules or ex·cretory m"·· 
gans. 
Heart probaibly only with six cham'bers (in second to 
seventh postcephalic somites), each with paired ostia and 
valves. A dor.sal aorta present, leading into the head. No 
other closed vessels. Pericardia! cavity and alary museles 
present. 
A large hmmoccele and well-developed fat-body present. 
Central nervous system with supracesophagea.l ganglion 
composed of three pairs of ganglia, subcesophageal ganglion 
composed of the two (or alternatively three) pairs of ganglia 
supplying the mandibles .and maxillm, and nine pairs of post" 
cephalic ganglia, united by paired longitudinal conneetives 
arnd transverse ·commissures. 
Embryo with formation of primitive somites to full 
number pre.sent in the adult, but third cepha.Jic somite al-
rea·dy degrading and not fo·rming a])'pendage-rudiments. 
Larva hatched in a form closely resembling adult, whieh is 
reached by few ecdyses and with little change /beyond increase 
in size and maturation of gonads. 
Probable geologica.l horizon.-·--Upper ·Silurian. 
PTobable ecology.-'rerrestrial, dwellers in moist places, 
feeding on primitive plant-,Jife. 
*Or, alternatively, the cerci belonged to the preanal segment and the 
1ast scgn1ent bore no appendages. 'rhis point could be definitely determined 
by reference to the embryology of the Symphyla. 
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SUIVIJVJ:ARY Oio' Tim 1\IIAJN LINES OF' IiJVOLUT!ON FROM 
TI-U1 HYPOTHT<JTJCAL PIWTOMORPHIC ANC!•:swm. 
(l) 
gonoducts on each side 
genital somite 
the most posterior 
was 
f'orrns, by union of 
open uither into the most anterior 
fourth post(:ephalic somite) or 
eighth postcephalic seg-
ment). Intermediate forrns all diod out. The dichotomy 
was probably complete by the beginning of tho Devonian 
period. The Collernbola are a remnant of tbe original opiS·· 
thogoneal.e stock, but further specialised by the adaptaLion of 
the hmcapod mode of prolt,reflsion, aided lby spceialisation of 
the appendages of: tlw fourth to seventh postcephalic seg;. 
ments to for.m a complex jumping springing apparatu~ 
(ventt'al tuhe, catch, and spring). The eorresponding pro· 
goneate type has been lost. 
(2) E-uol.'ution of the Pn;gonoatn:- Increase of size 
was attained by Lhe addition of Jurther postcephalic somites 
The oldest typos still extant are the Sym-
w.hich pro:!Jably evolved in the 
Devonian. as side spcciali-
the whole sation :from a 
arose. In these tw·o groups there is a 
abdominal tergites to :fuse together in pairs. 
(:l) E'oolution of the :--.lncrf'ase of size 
was als<:J at first correlated, in this group with the anamoxo-
phic addition of new postcophalic somites. Devel-opment, 
however, was m:Jre rapid than in the Progoneatc types, tend-
ing to eliminate; all the early anammp.hie types and to re-
plac(~ them by :forms. There was no early tend-· 
jmcy towards fusi·on of tergites; but a definite al-
ready begun or foreshadowed by the Collem!bola, into Myrio-
pod types and types, became intensified 
and gave rise to the two distinct lines of Opisthogoneata and 
Insecta. The Opi?thogoneata remained anamorphic up to a 
time. when the Chilopoda were fairly well developed; but tbe 
higher types of this .group became The basic 
anarnorphic type bad a gavce rise to 
hi:','her fo.rms with seven t·o eight--segmented legs, and frnm 
Lrw former of these anme the S.chh:.oLarsia with "multi. 
articulate" tarsi. Compound eyes, which were never :fully 
uvolved in the were just achieved at the very top 
of the line 
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(4) E1)olu.tion of the lnsecta:---The hexapod tendency 
set in even before anamorphosis, and produced the Gollem!bola 
in the Lower Devonian. The advantages of the hexapod mode 
of progression made this line evolve mnre rapidly than eithclr 
of the others, and so the anamOl'phic stages were passed 
through mor8 rapidly. Only a single small anamorphic group 
of primitive Insecta is left, vi~., the Protura, distinguished 
by the loss of their antennm. Leaving the Collembola and 
Protura as lowly side--branches, the main stem passed up-
wards to a level somewhat higher than that of the Symphyla 
on the Prog;:oncatc side, posS{)Ssing; fivc·-scgn1ented legs, but 
already fully * These were the Thysanura 
Entntrophiea. Thc;ir cv-nlutionary line i~ probably represented 
by the pl'OP,Tession 
They must have existed somewhere in the Dovonian. At a 
slightly higher level, they produced a more vigorous type 
with three-segmented tarsi, exserted mouth---parts, and a more 
complete tracheal .system. These were the Thysanura 
Ectotrophiea. 'I'hey divided into two main types, the dorSG·--
vcntrally flattened nmning types (Lepismatidm) and the 
laterally flattened jumping type;; (lVfaehilidm); tho latter 
developed compound eyes. j\.pparently about the same time 
the Lepismatoid types again ran ahead of the Maehiloid, 
developing compound eyes and a five-segmented tarsus, and 
frmn such an ancestral form arose the whole of the Pterygota. 
This Summary should be read in eonjunctlon wibh fig. 19. 
The following indicates the Classification which should be 
adopted, on the basis of the new theory:--
I. 
Class 
PIWGONFjATA. 
SYMPHYLA. 
P A 1JIWPODA. 
DIPLOPODA. 
II. III. 
Class 
OPISTHOGONEA 'I' A. INSECTA. 
Sub-·classe·s. Sn b--elasse·s. 
CHILOPODA. COLLEMBOLA. 
SCHIZOTARSIA. PROTURA. 
PTERYGO'.I'A. 
Note:---'I'he name "P.rotcntomon" has already berm used 
for the hypothetical ancestor of the Class Inseeta, lbased on 
more than one theory, so I hesitate to usc it ag,1ain in this 
address. Perhaps the best name that I oould suggest for 
>:'See note at bottom of: p, 64. 
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the c-ommon protomorphic ancestors of all the Myriopoda 
and Insr.;cl.a, as het'e worked out, would be Pl1,0TAPTEH.A. 
Strch a r;rm1p would have the; status cf a Class. The term 
is a little too specialised, to my mind, 
and too cumbersorne also. 
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